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Abstract
We elaborate on an extension of the Standard Model with a gauge structure
enlarged by a single anomalous U(1), where the presence of a Wess-Zumino term
is motivated by the Green-Schwarz mechanism of string theory. The additional
gauge interaction is anomalous and requires an axion for anomaly cancelation. The
pseudoscalar implements the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism and undergoes mixing with the
standard Higgs sector to render the additional U(1) massive. We consider a 2-Higgs
doublet model. We show that the anomalous effective vertices involving neutral
currents are potentially observable. We clarify their role in the case of simple
processes such as Z∗ → γγ, which are at variance with respect to the Standard
Model. A brief discussion of the implications of these studies for the LHC is included.
1
1 Introduction
Among the possible extensions of the Standard Model (SM), those where the SU(3)C ×
SU(2)W ×U(1)Y gauge group is enlarged by a number of extra U(1) symmetries are quite
attractive for being modest enough departures from the SM so that they are computa-
tionally tractable, but at the same time predictive enough so that they are interesting and
even perhaps testable at the LHC. Of particular popularity among these have been models
where at least one of the extra U(1)’s is ”anomalous”, that is, some of the fermion triangle
loops with gauge boson external legs are non-vanishing. The existence of this possibility
was noticed in the context of the (compactified to four dimensions) heterotic superstring
were the stability of the supersymmetric vacum [1] can trigger in the four-dimensional low
energy effective action a non-vanishing Fayet-Iliopoulos term proportional to the gravi-
tational anomaly, i.e. proportional to the anomalous trace of the corresponding U(1).
The mechanism was recognized to be the low energy manifestation of the Green-Schwarz
anomaly (GS) cancellation mechanism of string theory.1 Most of the consequent develop-
ments were concentrated around exploiting this idea in conjunction with supersymmetry
and the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism [2] in order to explain the mass hierarchies in the
Yukawa sector of the SM [3], supersymmetry breaking [4], inflation [5] and axion physics
[6], in all of which the presence of the anomalous U(1) is a crucial ingredient. In the
context of theories with extra dimensions the analysis of anomaly localization and of
anomaly inflow has also been at the center of interesting developments [7], [8]. The recent
explosion of string model building, in particular in the context of orientifold constructions
and intersecting branes [12, 13] but also in the context of the heterotic string [14], have
enhanced even more the interest in anomalous U(1) models. There are a few universal
characteristics that these vacua seem to possess. One is the presence of U(1) gauge sym-
metries that do not appear in the SM [15, 16]. In realistic four dimensional heterotic string
vacua the SM gauge group comes as a subgroup of the ten-dimensional SO(32) or E8×E8
symmetry [17], and in practice there is at least one anomalous U(1) factor that appears
at low energies, tied to the SM sector in a particular way, which we will summarize next.
For simplicity and reasons of tractability we concentrate on the simplest non-trivial case
of a model with gauge group SU(3)C ×SU(2)W ×U(1)Y ×U(1)B where Y is hypercharge
and B is the anomalous gauge boson and with the fermion spectrum that of the SM. The
mass term for the anomalous U(1)B appears through a Stu¨ckelberg coupling [16, 18, 19]
and the cancellation of its anomalies is due to four dimensional axionic and Chern-Simons
terms (in the open string context see the recent works [16, 20, 21, 22]). The axion and
1Conventionally in this paper we will use the term “Green-Schwarz” to denote the mechanism of
cancelation of the anomalies, to conform to the string context, though the term “Wess-Zumino” would
probably be more adequate and sufficient for our analysis.
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the Chern-Simons terms transform under the anomalous gauge transformation in such a
way so that they exactly cancel the term that appears in the effective action due to the
non-vanishing anomaly. In the broken phase, when there is an appropriate Higgs structure
that can break further the gauge group to U(1)γ, the Stu¨ckelberg masses ∼ M receive
small corrections of the order v/M with v the electroweak breaking scale and M is some
high scale parameter. The associated gauge boson has couplings to matter similar to (but
distinguishable from) a usual Z ′ gauge boson as encountered in other U(1) extensions of
the SM [23, 24, 25]. However, it is expected that the lighter neutral gauge boson (called
Z in this paper) approaches the SM Z0 gauge boson as we take M −→ ∞. Therefore,
for finite M the physical properties of Z can and will put severe constraints on a partic-
ular model [18]. In order to be as general as possible and keeping an eye on a possible
supersymmetric generalization, the existence of two Higgs doublets is assumed, which
results in a Higgs sector phenomenology that resembles the MSSM and its extensions.
Quantitatively a difference is due to the fact that, as opposed to supersymmetric Higgs
sectors where supersymmetry constrains the couplings in the potential, here we will take
the scalar potential to be the most general potential consistent with the gauge symmetry.
An important qualitative feature though that clearly distinguishes the anomalous U(1)
extension from the usual non-anomalous Z ′ models, in this sector, is the interplay between
the Stu¨ckelberg term, the Higgs kinetic terms and the axion coupling. As shown in [21],
transforming to the unitary gauge leaves a CP-odd mass eigenstate χ with a non-trivial
axion-like coupling to the gauge bosons of the form (gχFF/M)χF ∧ F , where F is any
abelian or non-abelian gauge boson of the broken phase. The state can therefore decay -
for example into two gluons or two photons - via a contact interaction. If the Higgs sector
is decoupled on the other hand, the axion remains merely a Nambu-Goldstone boson.
An important issue is the magnitude of the coupling gχFF of χ to the gauge bosons
and its mass mχ. It is evident that the coupling to the gauge bosons is governed by 1/M
since gχFF is a number of order one determined by gauge invariance, times a product of
rotation matrix elements which we do not assume to be ”unnaturally” small. The latter
originate from the transformation of the U(1)’s from the unbroken to the broken phase
and are easily determined in a specific model. The parametric dependence of the mass mχ
is related to the structure of the scalar potential. In the case where the scalar potential is
just the usual two Higgs doublet potential, χ can develop a mass only through instanton
effects as in the usual Peccei-Quinn (PQ) model. The crucial point here is that if the
scale associated with the appearance of instanton effects fa is not directly connected to
the Stu¨ckelberg mass scale M , a new physical picture emerges: the tight constraints that
apply to the PQ axion are relaxed and thus such a state perhaps allows for a possible
explanation of the recent PVLAS data, when fa ∼ 1010 GeV and we take M ∼ 105 GeV
(see [11],[31] and paper 1). Works regarding the axion properties without taking into
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account a Higgs sector have appeared several times in the past (see for example [6, 26])
but because we believe that the mixing of the axion and Higgs sectors [27] is crucial in
determining the final physical properties of the ”axi-Higgs” [21, 28], we postpone the
discussion about its concrete relation to axion experiments for a later work. Now, gauge
invariance allows in principle for additional terms in the potential in the form of terms
that mix the Higgs fields with phases, with the axion playing the role of the phase. Since
these are terms that can not originate from a superpotential they must be inserted with
new coefficients in the effective action and thus contribute to the mass of χ an unknown
factor proportional to these couplings. Clearly, the parameter space in this case increases
but at the same time the range of theoretically allowed mass values for χ can now range
from small up to the electroweak scale.
We will not specify charges for the fermions under the extra U(1)B because the predic-
tions are expected to depend weakly on the specific choice of fermion charge assignment.
Doing so, we allow for the possibility of U(1)B being flavor non-universal leaving an open
window towards a possible role in generating fermion mass hierarchies via the Froggatt-
Nielsen mechanism. Regarding this possibility we just note that the natural context where
this can be achieved is a supersymmetric version of our model with an extra complex scalar
field, charged under U(1)B, whose vacum expectation value (via a Fayet-Iliopoulos term)
plays the role of the Froggatt-Nielsen vev and its phase the role of the Stu¨ckelberg axion.
The resulting model would essentially be an anomalous U(1) variation of the NMSSM
where the scalar has an anomalous charge [10].
At first sight it would seem that little effort has been put in exploring the consistency
of these models from the (bottom-up) point of view of field theory. Nevertheless, many
properties of anomalous U(1) models advertised here and attributed to recent works in
string or string inspired model building are actually known in essence since a long time
ago. The whole Green-Schwarz structure can be anticipated and, we would claim, clearly
understood, if one reads carefully enough the early works of [29, 30] and interpret the
results contained there from the point of view of model building beyond the SM. One
can see that the structure described here can be obtained without any reference to an
ultraviolet completion of the SM like string theory. It is sufficient to have a sector in an
anomaly free gauge theory coupled to fermions and several Higgs fields where some of
the fermions and the Higgses are much heavier than the rest and thus can be decoupled
at low energies. The resulting low energy effective action can clearly become anomalous
if the fermions integrated out are in a chiral representation. The interesting fact is that
the quantum theory generates precisely the same effective terms as the ones that string
theory provides so that the anomaly cancellation mechanism works. As usual, the input
that one gets from a string theory that can not be obtained in the field theory approach
is that many couplings are, in principle, fixed. In practice one typically ends up with
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relations between some of the couplings, but a model where all couplings are fixed has
not been constructed yet.
Despite of all this theoretical insight both from the top-down and bottom-up ap-
proaches, the question that has remained open is how to make concrete contact with
experiment. The obvious answer is to look for extra Z ′ gauge bosons and indeed this
is by far the most striking experimental signature of these models. The more ambitious
however will immediately realize that this is a signature shared by any U(1) extension
of the SM and the real challenge is how one could distinguish anomalous U(1) models
from other extensions with non-anomalous U(1)’s since this would be a direct probe into
the internal structure of string theory. This turns out to be a tricky issue because even
though the structure of anomalous and non-anomalous U(1) extensions differ drastically
at first sight, by the time one gets down to physical observables the two classes of models
become hardly distinguishable. However, as mentioned above, in models with anoma-
lous U(1)’s one should quite generally expect the presence of a physical axion-like field
χ and in fact in any decay that involves a non-vanishing fermion triangle like the decay
Z∗, Z
′∗ −→ γγ, Z,Z ′ −→ Zγ etc., one should be able to see traces of the anomalous
structure [21, 22, 31, 32]. In this paper we will mostly concentrate on the gauge boson
decays which, even though hard to measure, contain clear differences with respect to the
SM - as is the case of the Z∗ −→ γγ decay - and in addition with respect to anomaly free
U(1) extensions - like the Z
′∗ −→ γγ decay - for example.
In [21] a theory which extends the SM with this minimal structure (for essentially
an arbitrary number of extra U(1) factors) was called ”Minimal Low Scale Orientifold
Model” or MLSOM for short, because in orientifold constructions one typically finds
multiple anomalous U(1)’s. Here, even though we discuss the case of a single anomalous
U(1) which could also originate from heterotic vacua or some field theory extension of
the SM, we will keep on using the same terminology keeping in mind that the results can
apply to more general cases. We finally mention that other similar constructions with
emphasis on other phenomenological signatures of such models have appeared before in
[20, 33, 34].
Our work is organized as follows. In the first sections we will specialize the analysis of
[21] to the case of an extension of the SM that contains one additional anomalous abelian
U(1), with an abelian structure of the form U(1)Y ×U(1)B , that we will analyze in depth.
We will determine the structure of the entire lagrangean and fix the counterterms in the
1-loop anomalous effective action which are necessary to restore the gauge invariance of
the model at quantum level. The analysis that we provide is the generalization of what is
discussed in our companion paper (which we will refer to as paper 1 or part 1), that was
devoted primarily to the analysis of anomalous abelian models and to the perturbative
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organization of the corresponding effective action. We refer to part 1 for a survey of
the methods that will find application in the model discussed in this companion work.
After determining the axion lagrangian and after discussing Higgs-axion mixing in this
extension of the SM, we will focus our attention on an analysis of the contributions to a
simple process (Z → γγ). Our analysis, in this case, aims to provide an example of how the
new contributions included in the effective action - in the form of one loop counterterms
that restore unitarity of the effective action - modify the perturbative structure of the
process. A detailed phenomenological analysis is beyond the scope of this work, since it
requires, to be practically useful for searches at the LHC, a very accurate determination
of the QCD and electroweak background around the Z resonance [9]. We plan to get back
to this analysis in the near future.
2 Effective models in low energy string theory : an
SU(3)C × SU(2)W × U(1)Y × U(1)B example
We start by briefly recalling the main features of the MLSOM starting from the expression
of the lagrangean which is given by
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+ V (Hu, Hd, b), (1)
where we have summed over the SU(3) index a = 1, 2, ..., 8, over the SU(2) index j =
1, 2, 3 and over the fermion index i = 1, 2, 3 denoting a given generation. We have denoted
with FGµν the field-strength for the gluons and with F
W





µν are the field-strengths related to the abelian hypercharge and the
extra abelian gauge boson, B, which has anomalous interactions with a typical generation
of the Standard Model. The fermions in eq. (1) are either left-handed or right-handed
Dirac spinors fL, fR and they fall in the usual SU(3)C and SU(2)W representations
of the Standard Model. The additional anomalous U(1)B is accompanied by a shifting
Stu¨ckelberg axion b. The ci, i = 1, 2, are the coefficients of the Chern-Simons trilinear
interactions [21, 22] and we have also introduced a mass term M1 at tree level for the B
gauge boson, which is the Stu¨ckelberg term. As usual, the hypercharge is anomaly-free
and its embedding in the so called “D-brane basis” has been discussed extensively in the
previous literature [15, 33, 18]. Most of the features of the orientifold construction are
preserved, but we don’t work with the more general multiple U(1) structure since our goal
is to analyze as close as possible this model making contact with direct phenomenological
applications, although our results and methods can be promptly generalized to more
complex situations.
2.1 The structure of the gauge interactions
Here we provide some more details about the structure of the model and define also
our conventions. Let us first look at the interaction terms contained in the interaction
Lagrangian Lint. We will use the hypercharge values
f QL uR dR L eR νR
qY 1/6 2/3 −1/3 −1/2 −1 0
and general U(1)B charge assignments














The covariant derivatives act on the fermions fL, fR as
DµfL =
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G aµ = TaG
a
µ with a = 1, 2, ..., 8 (5)
with the normalizations








The interaction lagrangean for the leptons becomes




















−gY q(νR)Y AYµ − gBq(νR)B Bµ
]
νRi. (7)
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we obtain the interaction lagrangean























−gY q(dR)Y AYµ − gBq(dR)B Bµ
]
dRi. (10)
As we have already mentioned in the introduction, we work with a 2-Higgs doublet model,





































Expanding around the vacuum we get for the uncharged components











The Weinberg angle is defined via cos θW = g2/g, sin θW = gY /g, with
g2 = g2Y + g
2
2. (14)
We also define cos β = vd/v, sin β = vu/v and
v2 = v2d + v
2
u. (15)
2.2 The gauge boson masses
Briefly, we summarize the derivation of the mass matrix for the gauge bosons in the
presence of a tree level Stu¨ckelberg mass term. The 3 by 3 mass matrix can be read off
the quadratic form



































and we normalize the charges of the two U(1)s by defining the electric charge (E.M.)












, T± = T 1 ± iT 2, W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ) (18)
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Hu
and a similar expression for the covariant derivative of Hd. The mass matrix in the mixing
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ǫ1 so that lim
M1→∞
OA23 = 0.






































































































33 ≃ 1, (27)
lim
M1→∞
OA31 = 0, lim
M1→∞
OA32 = 0, lim
M1→∞
OA33 = 1. (28)
These mass-squared eigenstates correspond to one zero mass eigenvalue for the photon Aγ,
and two non-zero mass eigenvalues for the Z and for the Z ′ vector bosons, corresponding






































Notice that while the mass of the Z gauge boson gets corrected by terms of the order
v2/M1, converging to the SM value as M1 → ∞, with M1 the Stu¨ckelberg mass of the
B gauge boson, the mass of the Z ′ gauge boson can grow large with M1. It gets a
contribution from the tree-level Stu¨ckelberg mass and from the vev of the Higgs fields.
The actual value of M1 is left, at this stage, undetermined, although in the context of
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string model building there are suggestions to relate them to specific properties of the
compactified extra dimensions (see for instance [15, 18]).














































 = (Aγ Z Z ′)










It is straightforward to verify that the rotation matrix OA satisfies the proper orthogo-
nality relation
OA(OA)T = 1. (34)
For the five infinitesimal parameters of the SU(2)W×U(1)Y×U(1)B gauge transformations















The structure of the gauge transformations in the basis of the interaction eigenstates and
in the basis of the mass eigenstates for this model is worked out in the appendix.
2.3 Higgs-axion mixing and Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons












− 2lud(H†uHu)(H†dHd) + 2l′ud|HTu τ2Hd|2, (37)
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plus the new terms
VP/ Q/ = b1
(
H†uHd e























where b1 has mass squared dimension, while λ1, λ2, λ3 are dimensionless. The quadratic
sector is organized in matrix form as
Vq(H) + V
′






































In the charged sector, the mass matrix elements are
N1(1, 1) = −2 cotβ
(
λ3 cos
2 β + (λ1 − λ′ud) sin 2β + λ2 sin2 β
)
v2 − 2b1 cot β,
N1(1, 2) = 2
(
λ3 cos
2 β + (λ1 − λ′ud) sin 2β + λ2 sin2 β
)
v2 + 2b1,
N1(2, 2) = −2
(
λ3 cos
2 β + (λ1 − λ′ud) sin 2β + λ2 sin2 β
)
v2 tanβ − 2b1 tanβ,









+ 2l1 + tan βl2 + cot βl3
)
v2, (40)
corresponding to the charged Higgs mass. The rotation matrix into the mass eigenstates















In the neutral sector both a CP-even and a CP-odd sector are present. The CP-even
sector is described by a matrix N2 with elements
N2(1, 1) = −2(−4v2λuu sin2 β + v2λ3 cos2 β cotβ − 3
2
v2λ2 sin 2β + b1 cot β),
N2(1, 2) = 2
(
3v2λ3 cos
2 β + 3v2λ2 sin
2 β + 2v2λ1 sin 2β − 2v2λud sin 2β + b1
)
,
N2(2, 2) = −2 sec β
(−4λddv2 cos3 β − 3λ3v2 sin β cos2 β + λ2v2 sin3 β + b1 sin β) ,
and can be diagonalized by a rotation matrix in terms of CP-even mass eigenstates























∆ = (N2(1, 1))2 − 2N2(2, 2)N2(1, 1) + 4 (N2(1, 2))2 + (N2(2, 2))2 . (44)



















The lighter of the two, h0, is the state which is expected to be the one corresponding to
the Standard Model Higgs field.
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, (47)














The mass matrix has 2 zero eigenvalues and one non-zero eigenvalue that corresponds to




























The mass of this state is positive if cχ < 0. Notice that the mass of the axi-Higgs is the
result of two effects: the presence of the Higgs vevs and the presence of a PQ-breaking
potential whose parameters can be small enough to drive the mass of this particle to be
very light. We refer to [32] for a simple illustration of this effect in an abelian model.
In order to rotate from the interaction to the mass eigenstates in the CP-odd sector
we begin with the construction of the rotation matrix from the matrix whose columns are
the normalized eigenvectors. The eigenvectors are

























which can be normalized to give the matrix
Eχ =

 −N cosβ sin β N1Q1N sin β cosβ 0
























and where we have defined
Q1 = −(q
B




u − qBd )
M1
v sin β, (53)





We can construct the orthogonal matrix Oχ by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthonor-
malization method. By doing this one obtains the following matrix
Oχ =

 −N cosβ sin β N1Q1 cosβN sin β cosβ −N 1Q1 sin β


































One can see from (52) that N 1 = N , and the explicit elements of the 3-by-3 rotation

































































= NQ1 cosβ (60)
(Oχ)12 =
vu√
v 2u + v
2
d
= sin β (61)
(Oχ)22 =
vd√





































































It can be easily checked that this is an orthogonal matrix
(Oχ)T Oχ = 13x3. (67)
This matrix is needed in order to rotate into the mass eigenstates of the CP odd sector,
relating the axion χ and the two neutral Goldstones of this sector to the Stu¨ckelberg field


















a , a = u, d (69)
we can write the mixing matrix among the neutral Z, Z ′ and the corresponding NG






















− gYOAZY − qBu gBOAZB, fd = g2OAZW3 − gYOAZY − qBd gBOAZB,
fu,B = g2O
A
Z′W3 − gYOAZ′Y − qBu gBOAZ′B, fd,B = g2OAZ′W3 − gYOAZ′Y − qBd gBOAZ′B
(71)
and then, by means of the rotation (68) we can project the axion into the mass eigenstate











































































































































Z + C ′2G
Z′. (76)
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The expression (72) must exhibit only couplings to the Goldstones of the physical gauge









31 = 0 (77)
fu,B vuO
χ






31 = 0. (78)
These can be shown to have the simple solution
Oχ11 = −N cosβ, Oχ21 = N sin β, (79)
Oχ31 = −






u − qBd )
M1
vN sin β cosβ, (80)
which can be normalized using the expression of N given in (52). Clearly, eqs. (79) and
(80) represent the first column of Oχ, showing that indeed that Z and Z ′ couple in the
usual way with a derivative coupling to the corresponding Goldstones GZ and GZ′.
2.4 The Yukawa coupling and the axi-Higgs
Having clarified the structure of the scalar sector of the Model, we proceed to discuss the
Yukawa sector. The Yukawa couplings of the model are as usual given by
Lunit.Yuk = −ΓdQLHddR − Γd dRH†dQL − ΓuQL(iσ2H∗u)uR − Γu uR(iσ2H∗u)†QL
−Γe LHdeR − Γe eRH†dL− Γν L(iσ2H∗u)νR − Γν νR(iσ2H∗u)†L
= −Γd dH0dPRd− Γd dH0∗d PLd− Γu uH0∗u PRu− Γu uH0uPLu
−Γe eH0dPRe− Γe eH0∗d PLe− Γν νH0∗u PRν − Γν νH0uPLν, (81)
using the rotation (68) into the mass eigenstates (χ,G 01 , G
0
2 ) in the CP-odd sector, and
expanding around the vacuum we obtain
H0u = vu +





(h0 sinα−H0 cosα) + i (Oχ11χ +Oχ12G 01 +Oχ13G 02 )√
2
(82)
H0d = vd +
















so that in the unitary gauge, using relation (79) we obtain











(h0 sinα−H0 cosα)− i N cosβ χ] (84)










(h0 cosα +H0 sinα) + i N sin β χ
]
, (85)
where we have neglected the contribution of the (small) fluctuations of h0 and H0. We
obtain, in the unitary gauge the lagrangean









































where we can define
mu = −vuΓu, mν = −vuΓν ,
md = −vdΓd, me = −vdΓe. (87)
For later reference we group together the couplings of the axi-higgs with the fermion sector





























From the Yukawa couplings of equation (81) and relations (82), (83) we can extract the
coupling of the Goldstone boson G02 to the fermions































































Using the expression of Oχ we can compute the coupling between the Goldstone boson
G02 and d-quarks that takes the form

























Figure 1: Anomalous triangle diagrams for the MLSOM.
In the same way we obtain the coupling of Goldstone boson G02 to the electron













ie γ5eG 02 , (91)
the coupling between Goldstone bosons and u-quarks














and the corresponding coupling with the neutrino













iνγ5νG 02 . (93)
These expressions turn out to be useful in the analysis of the unitarity of the non-abelian
anomalous effective action and in fixing the explicit form of the Green-Schwarz (GS)
counterterms.
3 The effective action of the MLSOM with a single
anomalous U(1)
Having derived the essential components of the classical lagrangean of the model, now we
try to extend our study to the quantum level, determining the anomalous effective action
both for the abelian and the non-abelian sectors, fixing the D, F and C coefficients in
front of the Green-Schwarz terms in eq. 1. The discussion in the abelian sector presented
in paper 1 may be useful as an introduction to this more general case. Notice that the
only anomalous contributions to the San, in the Y-basis before symmetry breaking come
from the triangle diagrams depicted in Fig. 1.
Since hypercharge is anomaly-free, the only relevant non-abelian anomalies to be can-
celed are those involving one boson B with two SU(2)W bosons, or two SU(3)C bosons,
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while the abelian anomalies are those containing three U(1) bosons, with the Y 3 triangle
excluded by the hypercharge assignment. These (BSU(2)SU(2)) and (BSU(3)SU(3))
anomalies must be canceled respectively by Green-Schwarz terms of the kind
F b Tr[FW ∧ FW ], D b Tr[FG ∧ FG],
with F and D to be fixed by the conditions of gauge invariance. In the abelian sector we
have to focus on the BBB, BYY and YBB triangles which generate anomalous contribu-
tions that need to be canceled, respectively, by the Green-Schwarz terms CBB b F
B ∧FB,
CY Y b F
Y ∧ F Y and CY B b F Y ∧ FB. Denoting by SYM the anomalous effective action
involving the classical non-abelian terms plus the non-abelian anomalous diagrams, and
with Sab the analogous abelian one, the complete anomalous effective action is given by
Seff = S0 + SYM + Sab (94)







































The corresponding 3-point functions, for instance, are given by
T λµν, ijBWW B
λW µi W
ν
j = 〈0|T (Jλ, fB Jµ, fWi Jν, fWj )|0〉BλW µi W νj
≡ 〈0|T (Jλ, fLB Jµ, fLWi Jν, fLWj )|0〉BλW µi W νj , (97)





B = −gBq fRB ψfγλPRψf − gBq fLB ψfγλPLψf . (98)
The non-abelian W current being chiral
Jµ,fWi ≡ Jµ,fLWi = −g2ψfγµτ iPLψf , (99)






Figure 2: Contributions to a three abelian gauge boson amplitude before the removal of
the B − ∂b gauge boson- Stu¨ckelberg mixing.
4 Three gauge boson amplitudes and gauge fixing
4.1 The non-abelian sector before symmetry breaking
Before we get into the discussion of the gauge invariance of the model, it is convenient
to rephrase the analysis presented in paper 1 concerning the cancelations of the spurious
s-channel poles coming from the gauge-fixing conditions. These are imposed to remove
the ∂b − B mixing- in the effective action. We will perform our analysis in the basis
of the interaction eigenstates since in this basis recovering gauge independence is more
straightforward, at least before we enforce symmetry breaking via the Higgs mechanism.
The procedure that we follow is to gauge fix the B gauge boson in the symmetric phase by
removing the B−∂b mixing (see Fig. 2 (C)), so to derive simple Ward identities involving
only fermionic triangle diagrams and contact trilinear interactions with gauge bosons. For









to remove the bilinear mixing, where
GB = 1√
ξB
(∂ · B − ξBM1b) , (102)
with a propagator for the massive B gauge boson separated, as in paper 1, in a gauge























We will briefly illustrate here how the cancelation of the gauge dependence due to b
and B exchanges in the s-channel goes in this (minimally) gauge-fixed theory. As in the











Figure 3: Unitarity check in SU(2) sector for the MLSOM.
all the Y,B,W gauge bosons and the gauge dependence of the B propagator is canceled
by the Stueckelberg axion. In the broken phase things get more involved, but essentially
the patterns described in paper 1 continue to hold. In that case the Stu¨ckelberg scalar
has to be rotated into its physical component χ and the two Goldstones GZ and GZ′
which are linear combinations of G01 and G
0
2. The cancelation of the spurious s-channel
poles takes place, in this case, via the combined exchange of the Z propagator and of the
corresponding Goldstone mode GZ . Naturally, as discussed in paper 1, the GS interaction
will be essential for this to happen.
For the moment we simply work in the exact symmetry phase and in the basis of the
interaction eigenstates. We gauge fix the action to remove the B − ∂b mixing, but for
the rest we set the vev of the scalars to zero. For definiteness let’s consider the process
WW →WW mediated by a B boson as shown in Fig. 3. We denote by a bold-facedV the
BWW vertex, constructed so to have gauge invariance on the W-lines. This vertex, as we
are going to discuss next, requires a generalized CS counterterm to have such a property
on the W lines. Gauge invariance on the B line, instead, which is clearly necessary to
remove the gauge dependence in the gauge fixed action, is obtained at a diagrammatical





































using the equations for the anomalies and the correct value for the Green-Schwarz coeffi-









































so that the cancelation is easily satisfied. The treatment of the SU(3) sector is similar






















Figure 5: Unitarity check in abelian sector for the MLSOM.
4.2 The abelian sector before symmetry breaking
In the abelian sector the procedure is similar. For instance, to test the cancelation of the
gauge parameter ξB in a process BB → BB mediated by a B gauge boson we sum the
two gauge dependent contributions coming from the diagrams in Fig. 4 (we consider only















































which can be easily shown to be true after substituting the value of the GS coefficient
given in relation (176).
In Fig. (5) we have depicted the anomalous triangle diagram BYY (A) which has to
be canceled by the Green-Schwarz term CY Y
M
bF Y ∧ F Y , that generates diagram (B). In




























































which can be easily checked substituting the value of the GS coefficient CY Y given in
relation (177). We will derive the expressions of these coefficients and the factors of
all the other counterterms in the next section. The gauge dependences appearing in the
diagrams shown in Fig. 6 are analyzed in a similar way and we omit repeating the previous
steps, but it should be obvious by now how the perturbative expansion is organized in
terms of tree-level vertices and 1-loop counterterms, and how gauge invariance is checked
at higher orders when the propagators of the B gauge boson and of the axion b are both
present. Notice that in the exact phase (see the discussion in paper 1) the axion b is not
coupled to the fermions and the pattern of cancelations to ensure gauge independence, in
this specific case, is simplified.
At this point we pause to make some comments. The mixed anomalies analyzed
above involve a non-anomalous abelian gauge boson and the remaining gauge interactions
(abelian/non-abelian). To be specific, in our model with a single non-anomalous U(1),
which is the hypercharge U(1)Y gauge group, these mixed anomalies are those involving
triangle diagrams with the Y and B generators or the B accompanied by the non-abelian
sector. Consider, for instance, the BY Y triangle, which appears in the Y B → Y B ampli-
tude. There are two options that we can follow. Either we require that the corresponding
traces of the generators over each generation vanish identically


































which can be viewed as a specific condition on the charges of model or, if this is not
the case, we require that suitable one-loop counterterms balance the anomalous gauge
25
variation. We are allowed, in other words, to fix the two divergent invariant amplitudes of
the triangle diagram so that the corresponding Ward identities for the BY Y vertex and
similar anomalous vertices are satisfied. This is a condition on the parameterization of
the Feynman vertex amplitude rather than on the charges and is, in principle, allowed. It
is not necessary to have a specific determination of the charges for this to occur, as far as
the counterterms are fixed accordingly. For instance, in the abelian sector the diagrams
in question are
Y B → Y B mediated by Y ∝ Tr[q2Y qB]
Y Y → Y Ymediated by B ∝ Tr[q2Y qB]
BB → BB mediated by Y ∝ Tr[qY q2B]
Y B → Y B mediated by B ∝ Tr[qY q2B].
(111)
In the MLSOM these traces are, in general, non vanishing and therefore we need to
introduce defining Ward identities to render the effective action anomaly free.
5 Ward Identities, Green-Schwarz and Chern-Simons
counterterms
Having discussed the structure of the (minimally) gauge fixed theory in the basis of
the interaction eigenstates, we come now to identify the coefficients needed to enforce
cancelation of the anomalies in the 1-loop effective action. We refer to an appendix for
some comments concerning the role played by the bilinear mixing term in the effective
action. There we show that even in the gauge where the B∂b mixing is removed, we are
still able to derive ordinary Ward identities for the B gauge invariant lines. In the basis of
the physical gauge bosons we will be dropping, with this choice, a gauge dependent term
that is vanishing for physical polarizations. At the same time, for exchanges of virtual
gauge bosons, the gauge dependence of the corresponding propagators is canceled by the
associated Goldstone exchanges.
Starting from the non abelian contributions, the BWW amplitude, we separate the
charge/coupling constant dependence of a given diagram from the rest of its parametric









































λµν is the 3-point function in configu-
ration space, with all couplings and charges factored out, symmetrized in µν. Similarly,






























while the abelian triangle diagrams are given by
T λµνBBBB




λµνBλBµBν = g 3BDBBB T
λµνBλBµBν , (114)
T λµνBY YB











Y DBY Y T
λµνBλY µY ν , (115)
T λµνY BBY












λµνY λBµBν , (116)













































2 − qfLY (qfLB )2
]
. (119)
The T vertex is given by the usual combination of vector and axial-vector components









and we denote by ∆(k1, k2) its expression in momentum space
(2π)4δ(k − k1 − k2)∆λµν(k1, k2) =
∫
dxdydzeik1·x+ik2·y−ik·zTλµν(z, x, y). (121)






the momentum space expressions of the








As illustrated in Fig. (7) and Fig. (8), the complete structure of T is given by (see the





∆λµν(−1/2, k1, k2) + ∆µνλ(−1/2, k2,−k) + ∆νλµ(−1/2,−k, k1)
]










where we have used the relation between the ∆AAA (bold-faced) vertex and the usual ∆
vertex, which is of the form AVV. Notice that
∆λµν
AVV






= ∆νλµ(−1/2,−k, k1), (123)
are the usual vertices with CVC on two lines and the anomaly on a single axial vertex.
As we have extensively discussed in paper 1, the AAA vertex is constructed by sym-
metrizing the distribution of the anomaly on each of the three chiral currents, which is
the content of (122). The same vertex can be obtained from the basic AVV vertex by a
suitable shift, with β = 1/6 (see the discussion in paper 1), and then repeating the same




(1/6, k1, k2) = ∆



































typical of a symmetric distribution of the anomaly.
These identities are obtained from the general shift-relation
∆λµν(β ′, k1, k2) = ∆
λµν(β, k1, k2) +
i
4π2
(β − β ′)ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ. (126)
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Vertices with conserved axial currents (CAC) can be related to the symmetric AAA
vertex in a similar way
∆λµν
AAA





ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ. (127)
At this point we are ready to introduce the complete vertices for this model, which
are given by the amplitude (121) with the addition of the corresponding Chern-Simons
counterterms. These will be determined later in this section by imposing the conservation
of the SU(2), SU(3) and Y gauge currents. Following this definition for all the anomalous
vertices, the amplitudes can then be written as




























VλµνBY YBλY µY ν = gBg 2YDBY YTλµνBλY µY ν + d1BY ∧ FY
VλµνY BBY λBµBν = gY g 2BDY BBTλµνY λBµBν + d2Y B ∧ FB,
(128)
which are the defining vertices of the anomaly-free, 1-loop effective action. Then we define
the expressions in momentum space of the vertices introduced in eq. 128 obtaining












ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ (129)










ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ. (130)
These vertices satisfy standard Ward identities on the external Y lines, with an anomalous
Ward identity on the B line
k1µV
λµν
BY Y (k1, k2) = 0 (131)
k2νV
λµν
BY Y (k1, k2) = 0 (132)
kλV
λµν








and obviously the B-currents contains the total anomaly an = − i2pi2 . Analogously, the
anomaly equations for the YBB vertex are
k1µV
λµν





































Figure 7: All the anomalous electroweak contributions to a triangle diagram in the non-
abelian sector.
where the chiral current Y has to be conserved so to render the 1 loop effective action
gauge invariant.
Before we proceed with our analysis, which has the goal to determine explicitely the
counterterms in each of these vertices, we pause for some practical considerations. It is
clear that the scheme that we have followed in order to determine the structure of the
vertices of the effective action has been to assign the anomaly only to the chiral vertices
and to impose conservation of the vector current. There are regularization schemes in the
literature that enforce this principle, the most famous one being dimensional regularization
with the t’Hooft Veltman prescription for γ5 (see also the discussion in part 1). In this
scheme the anomaly is equally distributed for vertices of the form AAA and is assigned
only to the axial-vector vertex in triangles of the form AVV and similar. Diagrams of
the form AAV are zero by Furry’s theorem, being equivalent to VVV.
We could also have proceeded in a different way, for instance by defining each V, for
instance VBY Y , to have an anomaly only on the B vertex and not on the Y vertices, even
if Y has both a vector and an axial-vector components at tree level and is, indeed, a chiral
current. This would have implied that at 1-loop the chiral projector had to be moved
to the B vertex “by hand”, no matter if it was appearing on the Y current or on the B
current, rendering the Y current effectively vector-like at 1 loop. Naturally, in a slightly
more transparent way, this is also what a CS term does. In both cases we are anyhow
bond to define separately the 1-loop vertices as new entities, not immediately derivable
from the tree level currents. However, having an explicit Chern-Simons counterterms
renders the treatment compatible with dimensional regularization in the t’Hooft-Veltman
prescription. It is clear, however, that one way or the other, the quantum action is not
fixed at classical level since the counterterms are related to quantum effects and the related
Ward identities, which force the cancelation of the anomaly to take place in a completely
new way respect to the SM case, are indeed defining conditions on the theory.
Having clarified this subtle point, we return to the determination of the gauge invari-
ance conditions for our anomalous vertices. Under B-gauge transformations we have the
30
following variations (singlet anomalies) of the effective action
1
2!










〈θBFWi ∧ FWj 〉 Tr[τ iτ j ]D(L)B , (137)
1
2!










〈θBFGa ∧ FGb 〉 Tr[T aT b]D(L)B , (138)
and with the normalization given in (6) we obtain
1
2!







〈θBFWi ∧ FWi 〉D(L)B , (139)
1
2!







〈θBFGa ∧ FGa 〉D(L)B . (140)
Note, in particular, that the covariantization of the anomalous contributions requires the
entire non-abelian field strengths FWi, µν and F
G
a, µν
FWi, µν = ∂µW
i
ν − ∂νW iµ − g2εijkW jµW kν = FˆWi, µν − g2εijkW jµW kν (141)
FGa, µν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ − g3fabcGbµGcν = FˆGa, µν − g3fabcGbµGcν . (142)
The covariantization of the right-hand-side (rhs) of the anomaly equations takes place via
higher order corrections, involving correlators with more external gauge lines. It is well
known, though, that the cancelation of the anomalies in these higher order non-abelian
diagrams (in d=4) is only related to the triangle diagram (see part 1 for some basic
examples).
Under the non-abelian gauge transformations we have the following variations
1
2!





















〈FB ∧ Tr[ϑFˆG]〉D(L)B , (144)
where the “hat” field strengths FˆW and FˆG refer to the abelian part of the non-abelian
field strengths W and G. Introducing the notation







i i, j = 1, 2, 3 (145)







a a, b = 1, 2, .., 8 (146)
the expressions of the variations become
1
2!















〈ϑaFB ∧ FˆGa 〉D(L)B . (148)
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We have now to introduce the Chern-Simons counterterms for the non-abelian gauge
variations
SCSnon−ab = SCSBWW + SCSBGG = c1〈εµνρσBµCSU(2)νρσ 〉+ c2〈εµνρσBµCSU(3)νρσ 〉, (149)





















































a (FˆGa, νρ) + cyclic
]
. (153)












〈ϑaFB ∧ FˆGa 〉, (155)
and we can choose the coefficients in front of the CS counterterms to obtain anomaly
cancelations for the non-abelian contributions
























〈θBFGa ∧ FGa 〉, (158)
where the coefficients ci are given in (156). The variations under the B-gauge trans-








〈θBFWi ∧ FWi 〉, (159)
D
M



















= ( x) R 3 − L 3( )
Figure 8: All the anomalous contributions to a triangle diagram in the abelian sector for
generic vector-axial vector trilinear interactions
and the cancelation of the anomalous contributions coming from the B-gauge transforma-






















There are some comments to be made concerning the generalized CS terms responsible
for the cancelation of the mixed anomalies. These terms, in momentum space, generate
standard trilinear CS interactions, whose momentum structure is exactly the same as
that due to the abelian ones (see the appendix of part 1 for more details), plus additional
quadrilinear (contact) gauge interactions. These will be neglected in our analysis since
we will be focusing in the next sections on the characterization of neutral tri-linear inter-
actions. In processes such as Z → γγγ they re-distribute the anomaly appropriately in
higher point functions.












〈FB ∧ FBθB〉DBBB, (162)
1
2!










〈F Y ∧ F Y θB〉DBY Y , (163)
1
2!










〈F Y ∧ FBθB〉DY BB, (164)
and variations for Y that give
1
2!










〈F Y ∧ FBθY 〉DBY Y , (165)
1
2!










〈FB ∧ FBθY 〉DY BB. (166)
Also in this case we introduce the corresponding abelian Chern-Simons counterterms
SCSab = SCSBY Y + SCSY BB = d1〈BY ∧ FY 〉+ d2〈Y B ∧ FB〉 (167)
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whose variations are given by
δY SCSBY Y =
d1
2
〈θY FB ∧ F Y 〉, (168)
δY SCSBY Y = −
d2
2
〈θY FB ∧ FB〉, (169)










Similarly, the gauge variation of B in the corresponding Green-Schwarz terms gives
CBB
M
δB〈 b FB ∧ FB〉 = −CBBM1
M
〈θBFB ∧ FB〉 (171)
CY Y
M
δB〈 b F Y ∧ F Y 〉 = −CY Y M1
M
〈θBF Y ∧ F Y 〉 (172)
CY B
M
δB〈 b F Y ∧ FB〉 = −CY BM1
M
〈θBF Y ∧ FB〉 (173)
and on the other hand the B-variations of the fixed CS counterterms are
δBSCSBY Y = −
d1
2




〈θBF Y ∧ FB〉. (175)
Finally the cancelation of the anomalous contributions from the abelian part of the effec-

























Regarding the Y-variations ∝ Tr[qBq2Y ] and ∝ Tr[q2BqY ], in general these traces are not
identically vanishing and we introduce the CS and GS counterterms to cancel them.
Having determined the factors in front of all the counterterms, we can summarize the
structure of the one-loop anomalous effective action plus the counterterms as follows
S = S0 + San + SGS + SCS

















〈bFB ∧ FB〉+ CY Y
M






〈bTr[FW ∧ FW ]〉+ D
M
〈bTr[FG ∧ FG]〉
+d1〈BY ∧ FY 〉+ d2〈Y B ∧ FB〉
+c1〈ǫµνρσBµCSU(2)νρσ 〉+ c2〈ǫµνρσBµCSU(3)νρσ 〉,
(179)
where S0 is the classical action. The discussion presented in our companion paper has
shown that the theory, though non-renormalizable, is unitary and can be used for the
study of specific processes at various orders. There we have shown, in simplified models,
how we can perform a power-counting in the loop expansion and analyze its consistency
by studying the gauge dependence of classes of diagrams. Clearly, in this general model,
this study is more involved, but the cancelations of the gauge dependendent terms in
specific classes of diagrams can be performed both in the exact phase and in the broken
phase, similarly to the discussion presented in our companion work, having re-expressed
the fields in the basis of the mass eigenstates. The approach that we follow is then clear:
we worry about the cancelation of the anomalies in the exact phase, having performed a
minimal gauge fixing to remove the B mixing with the axion b, then we rotate the fields
and re-parameterize the lagrangean around the non trivial vacuum of the potential. We
will see in the next sections that with this simple procedure we can easily discuss simple
basic processes involving neutral and charged currents exploiting the invariance of the
effective action under re-parameterizations of the fields. However, before coming to that
final point we briefly analize the axion lagrangean in the physical basis.
6 The axion and the Chern Simons lagrangeans
We have seen that after symmetry breaking, in the scalar sector we isolate a physical
axion, χ, also called the axi-Higgs. Here we present the axion lagrangean and the CS
lagrangean written in the physical basis.
6.1 The axion lagrangean
After electroweak symmetry breaking some of the U(1)s get rotated to the basis of the
mass eigenstates. In particular, the W3, A
Y and B gauge bosons become linear combi-
nations of the physical states Aγ , Z, Z
′, as we have seen in detail. The rotation to the
physical mass eigenstate basis is done by the 3-by-3 orthogonal matrix OA of eq. (31):
~A = OA ~B, (180)
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where in components
Ap = {Aγ, Z, Z ′}, p = {γ, Z, Z ′} (181)








































N sin 2β = −(qBu − qBd )
v
M1
N sin β cos β (187)
and from the relations (63), (66)
















bTr[FG ∧ FG] + F
M




bF Y ∧ F Y + CBB
M
bFB ∧ FB + CY B
M
bF Y ∧ FB (190)
and rotating into the physical mass eigestates using eqs. (185) and (186) we obtain the
axion-like terms of the GS lagrangean
Laxionγ−basis = Laxion(χ) + Laxion(GZ) + Laxion(GZ
′
)
= gχGG χTr [FG ∧ FG] + gχ+− χTr [FW+ ∧ FW−] + gχγγ χF γ ∧ F γ
36
+gχZZ χF
Z ∧ FZ + gχZ′Z′ χFZ
′ ∧ FZ′ + gχγZ χF γ ∧ FZ
+gχγZ′ χF








Tr [FW+ ∧ FW−] + cZγγ GZ F γ ∧ F γ + cZ
′
γγ G
Z′ F γ ∧ F γ
+cZZZ G
Z FZ ∧ FZ + cZ′ZZ GZ
′
FZ ∧ FZ + cZZ′Z′ GZ FZ





Z F γ ∧ FZ + cZ′γZ GZ
′










Z′ FZ ∧ FZ′
+cZZ′Z G
Z FZ
′ ∧ FZ + cZ′Z′Z GZ
′
FZ
′ ∧ FZ , (191)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 − qfLY (qfLB )2
]
. (192)
already given in the previous section.
6.2 The Chern-Simons lagrangean
Here we derive the expression of the Chern-Simons counterterms for the abelian and the
non-abelian sectors in the interaction basis (Y-basis) and in the physical basis. The first
is given by
LCSY−basis = d1BY ∧ FY + d2Y B ∧ FB + c1ǫµνρσBµCSU(2)νρσ + c2ǫµνρσBµCSU(3)νρσ . (193)
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We obtain its expression in the physical basis (γ-basis) rotating the gauge bosons into
their mass eigenstates
























































′Z ∧ FZ +OABZ′Z ′Z ∧ FZ′)
+ c1ǫ
µνρσCνρσ(W


















For convenience, we collect here the expressions of the counterterm factors, which are
given by




















We will be analyzing the role played by these CS terms in a specific process, and for
that reason we will focus our attention on the structure of the Zγγ vertex.
7 The neutral currents sector in the MLSOM
In this section we move toward the phenomenological analysis of a typical process which
exhibits the new trilinear gauge interactions at 1-loop level. As we have mentioned in the
introduction, our goal here is to characterize this analysis at a more formal level, since
a numerical study of these vertices will require a dedicated study. It should be clear,
however, from the discussion presented in this and in the next sections, how to proceed
in a more general case. The theory is well-defined and consistent so that we can foresee
accurate studies of its predictions for applications at the LHC in the future.
We proceeed with our illustration starting from the definition of the neutral current
in the model, which is given by











that we express in the two basis, the basis of the interaction eigenstates and of the
mass eigenstates. Clearly in the interaction basis the bosonic operator in the covariant
derivative becomes
F ≡ g2W 3µT 3 + gY Y AYµ + gBYBBµ





where Q = T 3 + Y . The rotation in the photon basis gives












































T 3 + gYO
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T 3 + gYO
A

































T 3 + gYO
A








































We can easily work out the structure of the covariant derivative interaction applied on a
left-handed or on a right-handed fermion. For this reason it is convenient to introduce


















µZB = 0, (209)
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Using this notation we have a simplified form for the neutral currents
− LNC = ZµgZψLγµ
(














+Z ′µ gZ′ ψLγ
µ
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ψ + Z ′µ gZ′ ψγ
µ
(
T 3L + µZ
′



























T 3 + µZ
′

































ψ = ψf (g
f
Z,V γ
µ − gfZ,Aγµγ5)ψf ,
(213)
and a similar expression holds for the Z ′ neutral current. We can easily identify the



































Qˆ = QˆL + QˆR (214)
which will be denoted as Q p = (Qˆ, QˆZ , QˆZ′). To express a given correlator, say 〈ZAγAγ〉
in the (W3, AY , B) basis we proceed as follows. We denote with Q p = (Qˆ, QˆZ , QˆZ′) the
generators in the photon basis (Aγ, Z, Z
′) and with g p = (e, gZ , gZ′) the corresponding cou-
plings. Similarly, Qp = (T
3, Y, YB) are the generators in the interaction basis (W3, AY , B)




















A p = (A
γ, Z, Z ′) Bp = (W 3, Y, YB) (216)
then the rotation of the charges to the physical basis from the basis of the interaction











with the couplings in the new basis expressed in terms of the couplings in the old basis as
δ p r













8 The Zγγ vertex in the Standard Model
Before coming to the computation of this vertex in the MLSOM we first start reviewing
its structure in the SM.
We show in Fig. 9 the Zγγ vertex in the SM, where we have separated the QED
contributions from the remaining corrections RW . This vertex vanishes at all orders when
all the three lines are on-shell, due to the Landau-Yang theorem. A direct check of
this property for the fermionic 1-loop corrections of the two anomaly diagram has been
presented in paper 1.
The QED contribution contains the fermionic triangle diagrams (direct plus exchanged)
and the contributions in RW include all the remaining ones at 1-loop level. In this case
the separation between the pure QED contributions (due to the 2 fermionic diagrams)
and the remaining corrections, which are separately gauge invariant on the photon lines,
is rather straightforward, though this is not the case, in general, for more complicated
electroweak amplitudes. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 10, RW , contains ghosts, gold-
stones and all other exchanges. An exhaustive computation of all these contributions is
not needed for the scope of this discussion and will be left for future work. We have
omitted diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 11. These could be removed by choosing a Rξ
gauge for the Z boson. Notice, however, that even without a gauge fixing these decouple
from the anomaly diagrams in the massless fermion limit.
To appreciate the role played by the anomaly in this vertex we perform a direct








Figure 9: The Zγγ vertex to lowest order in the Standard Model, with the anomalous




































+ . . . . . . . 
(F) (G)(E)
Figure 10: Some typical electroweak corrections, involving the charged Goldstones (here
denoted by G, ghosts contributions (u±) and W exchanges.
general, in the broken phase, we expect the vertex to satisfy Slavnov-Taylor identities
on the Z line rather than ordinary Ward identities, given the BRST symmetry of the
gauge-fixed action. A direct computation shows that in the case of massless fermions, in
the fermionic triangles all the three lines, not only the photon lines, satisfy ordinary Ward
identities. At the same time, a cursory look at RW shows that there is no gauge dependent
parameter coming from the gauge fixing of the Z gauge boson. On the other end, in the
two anomaly diagrams violations of the Ward identity on the Z line for the fermionic
contributions are due to the splitting between the fermion masses in each generation. To
show these points explicitely we consider the amplitude


























Figure 11: Z −G0Z mixing in the broken phase in the SM.




G 0Z , G 0Z ’
(B)(A)
Figure 12: Same as in Fig. 11 but for the MLSOM
which can be cast in the form

















ǫρνµα(1− x1 − x2)(x2k1 − x1k2)β(kβ2k1α + kβ1k2α)
+(1− x1 − x2)(ǫαρβνk1αk2β(x2kµ1 − x1kµ2 ) + (µ→ ν))




∆ = m2f + x2(x2 − 1)k21 + x1(x1 − 1)k22 − 2x1x2k1 · k2, (222)
and we have introducing the gfZ,A and g
f









T f3 −Qf sin2 θW . (223)
This form of the amplitude is obtained if we use the standard Rosenberg definition of
the anomalous diagrams and it agrees with [35]. In this case the Ward identities on the
photon lines are defining conditions for the vertex. Naturally, with the standard fermion




f = 0. (224)
Because of the anomaly cancelation, the fermionic vertex is zero also off-shell, if the masses
of all the fermions in each generation are degenerate, in particular if they are massless.
Notice that this is not a consequence of the Landau-Yang theorem.
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Figure 13: Re-distribution of the anomaly via the CS counterterm
Let us now move to the Ward identity on the Z line. A direct computation gives
kρG

























The presence of a mass-dependent term on the right hand side of (225) constitutes a
break-down of axial current conservation for massive fermions, which is consistent with
the fact that the theory has been gauge fixed in order to remove the Z − GZ mixing on
the external lines: we do not expect gauge invariance when we are forced to perform a
gauge fixing, and the violation of the Ward identity is obvious. We may wonder if this
additional Ward identity on the Z line for the massless fermionic amplitudes, has still to
be satisfied in the case of anomalous models, and the answer, as we are going to see, is
negative. The reason is clear: in these models the presence at tree level of an axion (b)
induces mixings between the Z and the Goldstones, in the basis of the mass eigenstates,
with photons on the final states (see Fig. 12 (B)). These contributions are directly linked
to the two anomaly diagrams by the condition of gauge invariance, and to be eliminated
we need a gauge choice. Therefore we do not expect these two diagrams to be gauge
invariant on the axial vector vertex even in the massless fermion limit.
8.1 The Z → γγ vertex in the MLSOM
Turning toward the MLSOM, we need to relate a given amplitude, for instance the Zγγ
vertex, in the basis of the mass eigenstates and to that of the interactions eigenstates. To
illustrate this point we can proceed from the expression of the 1-loop effective action in






































where we have included a sum over the fermions of each generation. We have introduced
the left/right chiral vertices



































which give rise to four different anomalous contributions of the form AAA,AVV,VAV
and VVA, and a vanishing VVV contribution. For example the contribution AVV with
vector-axial coupling on the λ index is given by






















where we have related the L and R amplitudes to the symmetric axial vertex. The proof of
these relations is quite straightforward since the∆ vertex has an equal amount of anomaly
on the 3 currents and is defined as the average of AVV,VAV and VVA contributions.















































where we have introduced the CS counterterms and where the SM contributions (in the




















where the functions Ξ depend on mf and are given by appropriate Feynman parameteri-




















































where we have expressed the triangle contributions in terms of the symmetric (AAA)
vertex. The role of the CS counterterms is to combine with these symmetric vertices and
guarantee the validity of standard Ward identities on the Y −W3 lines. This can be seen
more clearly by defining ∆BY Y (mf = 0) = ∆BW3W3(mf = 0) ≡ ∆, with a symmetric
distribution of the anomaly and pairing them with the corresponding CS interactions to
obtain
VλµνBY Y = ∆
λµν











which satisfy standard Ward identities on the Y −W3 lines. These vertices, rotated in
the basis of the mass eigenstates, in fact guarantee gauge invariance on the photon line
for the amplitude under consideration and are just proportional to the standard AVV
vertex. In other words the CS contributions can be absorbed in the only vertex which
guarantees the gauge invariance of the photon lines and move the anomaly on the axial
vertex, which is the vertex where we attach the Z gauge boson. Introducing some suitable
products of rotation matrices R, which allow us to transform from the interaction basis








where the SM-like contribution is given by
A
Zγγ





and the definition of the SM vertices is exactly the one already introduced for the MLSOM
VY Y Y = 4g
3
YDY Y Y∆AV V , VYW3W3 = 4gY g
2
2DYW3W3∆AV V . (235)
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We make a separation of the rotation matrix into SM-like coefficients and MLSOM cor-
rections so that








































This can be organized as a SM contribution plus some model dependent corrections
AZγγMLSOM =
[
(g 3YDY Y YR
Y Y Y





+g 3YDY Y Y∆R
Y Y Y















where the SM-like contribution can be identified with the sum which indeed realizes the
well known traceless condition
g 3YDY Y YR
Y Y Y










f = 0, (239)
valid in the massless fermion limit, since the vertex diagram AVV has no mass depen-
dence. Clearly we have factorized the AVV vertex both in the contributions coming from
the SM, such as YYY and Y W3W3, and in the remaining anomalous vertices containing
the anomalous B gauge boson. The factorization of this AVV triangle in the SM con-
tributions is possible since the traceless (vanishing) conditions on the Y Y Y and YW3W3
generators that appear in this amplitude allow us to do so. This means that before sym-
metry breaking, having fixed the structure of the lagrangean in the Y −B −W3 basis by
suitable counterterms so to preserve gauge invariance, after rotating the neutral sector
in the physical basis, the Zγγ vertex is still described by a single AVV diagram and the
CS interactions are absorbed into the definition of the vertex. In the next sections, in-
troducing a simplified notation, we will address the changes to eq. (238) induced by the
presence of fermion mass terms. Notice also that, differently from the SM, in the MLSOM
the off-shell vertex is non vanishing, which is a consequence of the structure of the charge
assignments in the model. Its on-shell vanishing, in concordance with the Landau-Yang
theorem, has been discussed in paper 1, where we have demonstrated it for the scalar
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1-loop AVV amplitude. Notice also that the vanishing of the on-shell invariant amplitude
eq. (238), of course implies that the invariant amplitude eq. (221) would vanish in the
massless fermion case even for a non vanishing anomaly. The scalar amplitude is obtained
by multiplying the vertex by physical polarizators, as discussed in paper 1.
9 Chiral asymmetries
To show how massless and massive contributions are related in the SM and in the MLSOM,
we proceed here with a simple discussion of these issues. In order to simplify the notation,
it is convenient to introduce some definitions. We define the chiral asymmetries for each




























Our analysis being concentrated on the investigation of the modification of the Zγγ vertex,
we need these asymmetries for the cases
Y Y Y, Y W3W3, BY Y,BW3W3. (242)
We recall that the definitions of the chiral asymmetries for Y Y Y, Y W3,W3 are the same
in the SM and in the extended models (MLSOM) that we consider.
In these notations the traceless conditions in the massless case, for instance in the




Y Y Y = 0. (243)








XY Z . (244)
Products of rotation OA matrix elements can be also defined accordingly









where we have included the coupling constant dependence into their definition, and can
be expanded in the SM and MLSOM contributions. We recall that eq. (246) gets correc-
tions in the second and third row, corresponding to the projection of Z and Z ′ into the
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Therefore we will be using the notation
dY Y Y = d
(SM)
Y Y Y +∆dY Y Y (247)
to indicate the variation O(ǫ21) variations induced by the new mixings in the neutral sector.
Similar definitions hold also for the other generators of the theory. In order to extract the
contributions related to the fermion masses mf for each (left- or right-handed) fermion in








where the first term on the right-hand-side corresponds to the massless part and the rest is
the mf dependent part. For simplicity, from now on, we will drop the subscript AVV from
these two contributions, being clear that the only vertex that we will be needing in our
analysis in the rest of our treatment is the AVV vertex. For the massless contributions,










































XY Z = 0).
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(SM)f








This expression summarizes the fact that in the SM the only contributions to the process
are related to the fermion masses.
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9.1 The MLSOM Zγγ vertex
Having clarified the pattern of cancelations that ensure unitarity in the model in the
modified framework typical of a theory that contains both an axion and an anomalous
chiral spectrum, we can track down the modifications induced by the MLSOM assignments
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λµν(0) + +∆λµν(mf ))dBT3T3 .
(254)
There are some further manipulations that can be done on this amplitude. Separating
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Notice that all the structures ∆XY Z have the same expressions and can all be expressed
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As we have already pointed out, the amplitudes ∆(mf ) and ∆(0) both satisfy the Landau-
Yang theorem. We remark that eq. (258) remains true even if one photon is real and the
other is virtual, and the only modifications, in this more general case, are related to the
different structure of the ai invariant amplitudes. These can be easily computed and take
the form
∆λµν = A1(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, µ, ν, λ] + A2(k1, k2)ǫ[k2, µ, ν, λ] + A3(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, k2, µ, λ]k1
ν
+A4(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, k2, µ, λ]k2
ν + A5(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, k2, ν, λ]k
µ





A1(k1, k2) = k1 · k2A3(k1, k2) + k22A4(k1, k2)
A2(k1, k2) = −A1(k2, k1)
A5(k1, k2) = −A4(k2, k1)
A6(k1, k2) = −A3(k2, k1).
(260)
Also A1(k1, k2) = A1(k2, k1) as one can easily check by a direct computation. We obtain




















y(1− y)k21 + x(1− x)k22 + 2xy k1 · k2 −m2f
(261)
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The computation of these integrals can be done analytically and the various regions
0 < s < 4m2f , mf >>
√
s/2, and mf → 0 can be studied in detail. In the case of





































Notice that the case in which the two photons are on-shell and light fermions are running
in the loop, then the evaluation of the integral requires particular care because of infrared
effects which render the parameteric integrals ill-defined. The situation is similar to the
case of the coupling of the axial anomaly to on-shell gluons in spin physics [36], when the
correct isolation of the massless quarks contributions is carried out by moving off-shell on
the external lines and then performing the mf → 0 limit.
9.2 qq¯ → γγ with an intermediate Z
In this section we are going to describe the role played by the new anomaly cancelation
mechanism in simple processes which can eventually be studied with accuracy at a hadron
collider such as the LHC. A numerical analysis of processes involving neutral currents can
be performed along the lines of [9] and we hope to return to this point in the near future.
Here we intend to discuss briefly some of the phenomenological implications which might
be of interest. Since the anomaly is canceled by a combination of Chern-Simons and
Green-Schwarz contributions, the study of a specific process, such as Z → γγ, which
differs from the SM prediction, requires, in general, a combined analysis both of the
gauge sector and of the scalar sector.
We start from the case of a quark-antiquark annihilation mediated by a Z that later
undergoes a decay into two photons. At leading order this process is at parton level
described by the annihilations of a valence quark q and a sea antiquark q¯ from the two
incoming hadrons, both of them collinear and massless. In Fig. (14) we have depicted all
the diagrams by which the process can take place to lowest order. Radiative corrections
from the initial state are accurately known up to next-to-next-to-leading order, and are
universal, being the same of the Drell-Yan cross section. In this respect, precise QCD
predictions for the rates are available, for instance around the Z resonance [9].
In the SM, gauge invariance of the process requires both a Z gauge boson exchange and
the exchange of the corresponding goldstone GZ , which involves diagrams (A) and (B). In
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the MLSOM a direct Green-Schwarz coupling to the photon (which is gauge dependent)
is accompanied by a gauge independent axion exchange. If the incoming quark-antiquark
pair is massless, then the Goldstone has no coupling to the incoming fermion pair, and
therefore (B) is absent, while gauge invariance is trivially satisfied because of the massless
condition on the fermion pair of the initial state. In this case only diagram (A) is relevant.
Diagram (B) may also be set to vanish, for instance in suitable gauges, such as the unitary
gauge. Notice also that the triangle diagrams have a dependence on mf , the mass of the
fermion in the loop, and show two contributions: a first contribution which is proportional
to the anomaly (mass independent) and a correction term which depends on mf .
As we have shown above, the first contribution, which involves an off-shell vertex,
is absent in the SM, while it is non vanishing in the MLSOM. In both cases, on the
other hand, we have mf dependent contributions. It is then clear that in the SM the
largest contribution to the process comes from the top quark circulating in the triangle
diagram, the amplitude being essentially proportional only to the heavy top mass. On
the Z resonance and for on-shell photons, the cross section vanishes in both cases, as we
have explained, in agreement with the Landau-Yang theorem. We have checked these
properties explicitly, but they hold independently of the perturbative order at which they
are analyzed, being based on the Bose symmetry of the two photons. The cross section,
therefore, has a dip at Q = MZ , where it vanishes, and where Q
2 is the virtuality of the
intermediate s-channel exchange.
An alternative scenario is to search for neutral exchanges initiated by gluon-gluon
fusion. In this case we replace the annihilation pair with a triangle loop (the process
is similar to Higgs production via gluon fusion), as shown in Fig. 15. As in the decay
mechanism discussed above, the production mechanism in the SM and in the MLSOM are
again different. In fact, in the MLSOM there is a massless contribution appearing already
at the massless fermion level, which is absent in the SM. The production mechanism by
gluon fusion has some characteristics of its own. Cleraly, for ggZ production and Zγγ
decay, the relevant diagrams are (A) and (B) since we need the exchange of a GZ to obtain
gauge invariance. As we probe smaller values of the Bjorken variable x, the gluon density
raises, and the process becomes sizable. In a pp collider, although the antiquark density
is smaller than a pp¯ collision, this process still remains very significant, in fact it appears
as a radiative correction to the qq¯ channel. We have also shown in this figure one of the
scalar channels, due to the exchange of a axi-Higgs.
Other channels such as those shown in Fig. 16 can also be studied, these involve a
lepton pair in the final state, and their radiative corrections also show the appearance of a
triangle vertex. This is the classical Drell-Yan process, that we will briefly describe below.
In this case, both the total cross section and the rapidity distributions of the lepton pair
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and/or an analysis of the charge asymmetry in s-channel exchanges of W’s would be of
major interest in order to disentangle the anomaly inflow. At the moment, errors on the
parton distributions and scale dependences induce indeterminations which, just for the
QCD background, are around 4% [9], as shown in a high precision study. It is expected,
however, that the statistical accuracy on the Z resonance at the LHC is going to be a
factor 100 better. In fact this is a case in which the experiment can do better than the
theory.
9.3 Isolation of the massless limit: the Z∗ → γ∗γ∗ amplitude
The isolation of the massless from the massive contributions can be analized in the case of
resolved photons in the final state. As we have already mentioned in the prompt photon
case the amplitude, on the Z resonance, vanishes because of Bose symmetry and angular
momentum conservation. We can, however, be on the Z resonance and produce one or
two off-shell photons that undergo fragmentation. Needless to say, these contributions
are small. However, the separation of the massless from the massive case is well defined.
One can increase the rates by asking just for 1 single resolved photon and 1 prompt
photon. Rates for this process in pp-collisions have been determined in [37]. We start
from the case of off-shell external photons of virtuality s1 and s2 and an off-shell Z (Z
∗).
Following [38], we introduce the total vertex V λµν(k1, k2, mf), which contains both the
massive mf dependence (corresponding to the triangle amplitude ∆
λµν . Its massless
counterpart Vλµν(0) ≡ V (k1, k2, mf = 0), obtained by sending the fermion mass to zero.
The Rosenberg vertex and the V vertex are trivially related by a Schoutens transformation,
moving the λ index from the Levi-Civita tensor to the momenta of the photons
Vλµν(k1, k2, mf)
= A(k1, k2, mf)ε[λ, µ, ν, k2]s1 − A(k2, k1, mf)ε[λ, µ, ν, k1]s2 + A(k1, k2, mf)ε[λ, ν, k1, k2]kµ1
+A(k2, k1, mf)ε[λ, µ, k2, k1]k
ν
2 −B(k1, k2, mf )ε[µ, ν, k1, k2]kλ (263)
with k − k1 − k2 = 0 and si = k2i (i = 1, 2), and


























































λ = λ(s, s1, s2), (266)
being the usual Mandelstam function and where the analytic expressions for ∆#i and C#0
are given by
∆#i = ai ln
ai + 1
ai − 1 − a3 ln
a3 + 1




























ti = −si − iǫ, ai =
√
1 + (2mf)2/ti, (i=1,2,3),
λ = λ(t1, t2, t3), b1 = (t1 − t2 − t3)/
√
λ or cyclic (268)
For mf = 0 the two expressions above become


















(bi − 1) , (i = 1, 2, 3). (270)
These can be inserted into (264) and (265) together with mf = 0 to generate the corre-
sponding Vλµν(0) vertex needed for the computation of the massless contributions to the
amplitude.
With these notations we clearly have
∆λµν = V λµν(k1, k2, mf)
∆λµν(0) = Vλµν(k1, k2)
∆λµν(mf) = V
λµν(k1, k2, mf)−Vλµν(k1, k2).
(271)
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9.4 Extension to Z → γ∗γ
To isolate the contribution to the decay on the resonance, we keep one of the two photons
off-shell (resolved). We choose s1 = 0, and s2 virtual. We denote by Γ
λµν the correspond-
ing vertex in this special kinematical configuration. The Z boson is on-shell. In this case
at 1-loop the result simplifies considerably [39]
Γλµν = F2(s2ǫ[λ, µ, ν, k1] + k
ν
2ǫ[λ, µ, k1, k2]), (272)






dz1dz2dz3δ(1− z1 − z2 − z3) −z2z3
m2f − z2z3s2 − z1z3M2Z
. (273)
Setting F2 ≡ −F (z, rf ) where f(z, r) is a dimensionless function of
z = s2/M
2









f → ∞), the corresponding massless contribution is
expressed as F (z,∞) with, in general
F (z, rf) =
1
4(1− z)2 (I(rfz, rf)− I(rf , rf) + 1− z), (275)
where












































for x > 1. (276)
The mf = 0 contribution is obtained in the rf → +∞ limit,
F (z,∞) = 1
4(1− z)2 (ln z + 1− z) for z > 0,
=
1
4(1− z)2 (ln |z|+ iπ + 1− z) for z < 0. (277)
In these notations, the infinite fermion mass limit (mf →∞ or r → 0), gives F (z, 0) = 0
and we find
∆λµν = Γλµν = F (z, rf)
∆λµν(0) = Γλµν(0) = F (z,∞)
∆λµν(mf ) = Γ
λµν − Γλµν(mf) = F (z, rf)− F (z,∞), (278)
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which can be used for a numerical evaluation. The decay rate for the process is given by


































We have indicated with Q∗ the virtuality of the photon. A complete evaluation of this ex-
pression, to be of practical interest, would need the fragmentation functions of the photon
(see [37] for an example). A detailed analysis of these rates will be presented elsewhere.
However, we will briefly summarize the main points involved in the analysis of this and
similar processes at the LHC, where the decay rate is folded with the (NLO/NNLO)
contribution from the initial state using QCD factorization.
Probably one of the best way to search for neutral current interactions in hadronic
collisions at the LHC is in lepton pair production via the Drell-Yan mechanism. QCD
corrections are known for this process up to O(α2s) (next-to-next-to-leading order, NNLO),
which can be folded with the NNLO evolution of the parton distributions to provide
accurate determinations of the hadronic pp cross sections at the 4 % level of accuracy [9].
The same computation for Drell-Yan can be used to analize the pp → Z → γγ∗ process
since the WV (hadronic) part of the process is universal, with WV defined below. An
appropriate (and very useful) way to analyze this process would be to perform this study




2,M2V )WV (τ, Q
2) (281)










and a hadronic structure functions WZ . This is defined via the integral over parton











dxδ(τ − xx1x2)PDVij(x1, x2, µ2f)∆ij(x,Q2, µ2f) (283)
where µf is the factorization scale. The choice µf = Q, with Q the invariant mass of the




















Figure 14: Two photon processes initiated by a qq¯ annihilation with a Z exchange.
is, anyhow, arbitrary. The non-singlet coefficient functions are given by
∆
(0)
















−8(1 + x) log(1− x)− 41 + x
2
1− x log x
]
(284)
with CF = (N
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= θ(1− x) log(1− x)





1− x , (285)
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. (286)












































where the sum is over the quark flavours. The identification of the generalized mechanism
of anomaly cancelation requires that this description be extended to NNLO, which is now
a realistic possibility. It involves a slight modification of the NNLO hard scatterings






























Figure 15: Gluon fusion contribution to double prompt photon production. Shown are










Figure 16: The qq¯ annihilation channel (A,B). Scalar exchanges in the neutral sector
involving the two Higsses and the Axi-Higgs (C,D,E).
10 Conclusions
We have presented a study of a model inspired by the structure encountered in a typical
string theory derivation of the Standard Model. In particular we have focused our inves-
tigation on the characterization of the effective action and worked out its expression first
in a toy model (paper 1) and then here, in the context of an extension of the Standard
Model containing one additional anomalous U(1). Our analysis specializes and, at the
same time, extends a previous study of models belonging to this class. The results that
we have presented are generic for models where the Stu¨ckelberg and the Higgs mechanism
are combined and where an effective abelian anomalous interaction is present. Our anal-
ysis has then turned toward the study of simple processes mediated by neutral current
exchanges, and we have focused, specifically, on one of them, the one involving the Zγγ
vertex. We have explicitly pointed out that new effects are present for this process. The
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typical processes considered in our analysis deserve a special attention, given the forth-
coming experiments at the LHC, since they may provide a way to determine whether
anomaly effects are present in some specific reactions. Given the high statistical preci-
sion (.05% and below on the Z peak, for 10 fb−1 of integrated luminosity) which can be
easily obtained at the LHC, there are realistic chances to prove or disprove theories of
these types. Concerning the possibility of discovering extra anomalous Z ′, although there
are stringent upper bounds on their mixing(s) with the Z gauge boson, it is of outmost
importance to bring this type of analysis even closer to the experimental test by studying
in more detail the peculiarities of anomalous gauge interactions for both the neutral and
the charged sectors along the lines developed in this work. This analysis is in progress
and we hope to report on it in the near future.
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11 Appendix. The vertices in the two bases and
gauge dependence of the effective action
In order to proceed with the analysis of the determination of the structure of the la-
grangean in the physical basis, we briefly recall the strategy to easily obtain this. Though
it may appear obvious how to proceed in theories in which the fermion spectrum is
anomaly-free by charge assignments, such as in the SM, in this case we need to con-
sider the same issue with slightly more caution. The cancelation of the anomalies, via
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Green-Schwarz and CS counterterms is obtained in the interaction basis and in the exact
phase of the theory, with massless fermions in the anomalous sector. The counterterms
are determined so to guarantee gauge invariance of the action in the interaction basis.
There are some important modifications that take place, in this respect, compared to the
SM. A similar procedure, applied to the anomalous effective action of the SM, would be
trivial, since the triangle diagrams responsible for the anomalies are identically zero if
the vev of the Higgs scalar is zero. Only after symmetry breaking the Y Y Y and YW3W3
fermionic contributions will start to appear in the expansion of the effective action via
the fermion mass. However, in the broken phase, the interaction eigenstate basis is not
the right basis in which to expand the effective action, due to the mixing of the Y − B
gauge fields, which would render its computation rather awkward. It is clear, though,
that the 1-loop effective action, which is the generating functional of all the connected
1-loop diagrams, remains invariant as a functional if written in the physical basis or in
the interaction eigenstate basis. If we do not impose any gauge fixing on this functional,
we will easily derive, in a canonical way, formal Ward identities for the corresponding cor-
relators in both basis. In practice, however, we may impose some gauge fixing conditions
so to simplify the expansion. To illustrate these points consider an anomalous model of
the form A-B, such as that defined in paper 1 with CS and GS counterterms included,











〈Bλ∂λD(x, y)FY ∧Fy〉+ . . .
(288)
where the last term corresponds to the coupling between the B∂b mixing vertex with the
GS vertex and D(x, y) denotes the scalar propagator for the Stu¨ckelberg field. With a
suitable gauge choice, this mixing may be removed, simplifying the expansion. Regarding
the coefficients κi, it is not hard to see that gauge invariance on the Y lines completely fix
the CS coupling, while the condition of gauge invariance on B determines a combination
of κ2 and κ3 in terms of a CS coupling κ1. Then the condition of gauge invariance on
the BY Y vertex assumes a different form depending over whether this bilinear mixing
(κ3) is present or not. It is then clear that the expression of the total BY Y vertex in
the physical basis has a clear gauge dependence, being a combination of an anomalous
fermionic vertex, a CS term and a gauge-dependent bilinear mixing term. The third term,
anyhow, disappears from a physical amplitude since it is proportional to the momentum
of an external gauge boson, due to the derivative coupling, and vanishes for physical
amplitudes once we multiply the external gauge lines for physical polarizations. For this
reason we will omit these terms in all the analysis that follows and we will set these
bilinear mixing to zero, having made a suitable gauge choice on B. Although we will still
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Figure 17: Gauge dependent contributions to the Zγγ vertex, obtained by a rotation from
the basis of the interaction eigenstates.
the GS counterterm (κ2) is still indentified correctly, though its actual expression is valid
in a gauge in which κ3 is zero. In the realistic model, the terms removed by the gauge
fixing choice, in the massive case are shown in Fig. 17.
12 Appendix: Anomaly coefficients
As an example we show how the anomaly coefficient in rel. (112) can be obtained starting





















q2(q − k1)2(q − k)2














Tr[γλ(1− γ5)(q/− k/)γν(1− γ5)(q/− k/1)γµ(1− γ5)q/]
q2(q − k1)2(q − k)2
+(k1 → k2, µ→ ν)
(289)
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Tr[γλ(1 + γ5)(q/− k/)γν(1 + γ5)(q/− k/1)γµ(1 + γ5)q/]











Tr[γλ(1− γ5)(q/− k/)γν(1− γ5)(q/− k/1)γµ(1− γ5)q/]
q2(q − k1)2(q − k)2





















3 − (qfLB )3
]
.
the other coefficients reported in eq. (192) are obtained similarly.
13 Gauge variations in the mass eigenstate basis
In this appendix we collect some results concerning the gauge variation of the physical
fields expressed in terms of the corresponding gauge parameters and relate them to the
gauge variations in the basis of the interaction eigenstates. We obtain
















































and are obtained from the infinitesimal transformations of the gauge boson fields in the
interaction basis
δW 3µ = ∂µα3 − g2ε3bcW bµαc, δYµ = ∂µθY , δBµ = ∂µθB, (296)





























)± ig2 (OA11Aγµ +OA21Zµ +OA31Z ′µ)α±
(300)
It is possible by some lengthy computation to express the gauge transformations after






























































































































































































Similarly, using the rotation in the Higgs charged sector (41) we obtain
δG+ = sin βδH+u + cos βδH
+
d





































31 − gYOA32 − gBqBu OA33
)
αZ′






































31 − gYOA32 − gBqBd OA33
)
αZ′
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Abstract
We elaborate on an extension of the Standard Model with a gauge structure
enlarged by a single anomalous U(1), where the presence of a Wess-Zumino term
is motivated by the Green-Schwarz mechanism of string theory. The additional
gauge interaction is anomalous and requires an axion for anomaly cancelation. The
pseudoscalar implements the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism and undergoes mixing with the
standard Higgs sector to render the additional U(1) massive. We consider a 2-Higgs
doublet model. We show that the anomalous effective vertices involving neutral
currents are potentially observable. We clarify their role in the case of simple
processes such as Z∗ → γγ, which are at variance with respect to the Standard
Model. A brief discussion of the implications of these studies for the LHC is included.
1
1 Introduction
Among the possible extensions of the Standard Model (SM), those where the SU(3)C ×
SU(2)W ×U(1)Y gauge group is enlarged by a number of extra U(1) symmetries are quite
attractive for being modest enough departures from the SM so that they are computa-
tionally tractable, but at the same time predictive enough so that they are interesting and
even perhaps testable at the LHC. Of particular popularity among these have been models
where at least one of the extra U(1)’s is ”anomalous”, that is, some of the fermion triangle
loops with gauge boson external legs are non-vanishing. The existence of this possibility
was noticed in the context of the (compactified to four dimensions) heterotic superstring
were the stability of the supersymmetric vacum [1] can trigger in the four-dimensional low
energy effective action a non-vanishing Fayet-Iliopoulos term proportional to the gravi-
tational anomaly, i.e. proportional to the anomalous trace of the corresponding U(1).
The mechanism was recognized to be the low energy manifestation of the Green-Schwarz
anomaly (GS) cancellation mechanism of string theory.1 Most of the consequent develop-
ments were concentrated around exploiting this idea in conjunction with supersymmetry
and the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism [2] in order to explain the mass hierarchies in the
Yukawa sector of the SM [3], supersymmetry breaking [4], inflation [5] and axion physics
[6], in all of which the presence of the anomalous U(1) is a crucial ingredient. In the
context of theories with extra dimensions the analysis of anomaly localization and of
anomaly inflow has also been at the center of interesting developments [7], [8]. The recent
explosion of string model building, in particular in the context of orientifold constructions
and intersecting branes [12, 13] but also in the context of the heterotic string [14], have
enhanced even more the interest in anomalous U(1) models. There are a few universal
characteristics that these vacua seem to possess. One is the presence of U(1) gauge sym-
metries that do not appear in the SM [15, 16]. In realistic four dimensional heterotic string
vacua the SM gauge group comes as a subgroup of the ten-dimensional SO(32) or E8×E8
symmetry [17], and in practice there is at least one anomalous U(1) factor that appears
at low energies, tied to the SM sector in a particular way, which we will summarize next.
For simplicity and reasons of tractability we concentrate on the simplest non-trivial case
of a model with gauge group SU(3)C ×SU(2)W ×U(1)Y ×U(1)B where Y is hypercharge
and B is the anomalous gauge boson and with the fermion spectrum that of the SM. The
mass term for the anomalous U(1)B appears through a Stu¨ckelberg coupling [16, 18, 19]
and the cancellation of its anomalies is due to four dimensional axionic and Chern-Simons
terms (in the open string context see the recent works [16, 20, 21, 22]). The axion and
1Conventionally in this paper we will use the term “Green-Schwarz” to denote the mechanism of
cancelation of the anomalies, to conform to the string context, though the term “Wess-Zumino” would
probably be more adequate and sufficient for our analysis.
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the Chern-Simons terms transform under the anomalous gauge transformation in such a
way so that they exactly cancel the term that appears in the effective action due to the
non-vanishing anomaly. In the broken phase, when there is an appropriate Higgs structure
that can break further the gauge group to U(1)γ, the Stu¨ckelberg masses ∼ M receive
small corrections of the order v/M with v the electroweak breaking scale and M is some
high scale parameter. The associated gauge boson has couplings to matter similar to (but
distinguishable from) a usual Z ′ gauge boson as encountered in other U(1) extensions of
the SM [23, 24, 25]. However, it is expected that the lighter neutral gauge boson (called
Z in this paper) approaches the SM Z0 gauge boson as we take M −→ ∞. Therefore,
for finite M the physical properties of Z can and will put severe constraints on a partic-
ular model [18]. In order to be as general as possible and keeping an eye on a possible
supersymmetric generalization, the existence of two Higgs doublets is assumed, which
results in a Higgs sector phenomenology that resembles the MSSM and its extensions.
Quantitatively a difference is due to the fact that, as opposed to supersymmetric Higgs
sectors where supersymmetry constrains the couplings in the potential, here we will take
the scalar potential to be the most general potential consistent with the gauge symmetry.
An important qualitative feature though that clearly distinguishes the anomalous U(1)
extension from the usual non-anomalous Z ′ models, in this sector, is the interplay between
the Stu¨ckelberg term, the Higgs kinetic terms and the axion coupling. As shown in [21],
transforming to the unitary gauge leaves a CP-odd mass eigenstate χ with a non-trivial
axion-like coupling to the gauge bosons of the form (gχFF/M)χF ∧ F , where F is any
abelian or non-abelian gauge boson of the broken phase. The state can therefore decay -
for example into two gluons or two photons - via a contact interaction. If the Higgs sector
is decoupled on the other hand, the axion remains merely a Nambu-Goldstone boson.
An important issue is the magnitude of the coupling gχFF of χ to the gauge bosons
and its mass mχ. It is evident that the coupling to the gauge bosons is governed by 1/M
since gχFF is a number of order one determined by gauge invariance, times a product of
rotation matrix elements which we do not assume to be ”unnaturally” small. The latter
originate from the transformation of the U(1)’s from the unbroken to the broken phase
and are easily determined in a specific model. The parametric dependence of the mass mχ
is related to the structure of the scalar potential. In the case where the scalar potential is
just the usual two Higgs doublet potential, χ can develop a mass only through instanton
effects as in the usual Peccei-Quinn (PQ) model. The crucial point here is that if the
scale associated with the appearance of instanton effects fa is not directly connected to
the Stu¨ckelberg mass scale M , a new physical picture emerges: the tight constraints that
apply to the PQ axion are relaxed and thus such a state perhaps allows for a possible
explanation of the recent PVLAS data, when fa ∼ 1010 GeV and we take M ∼ 105 GeV
(see [11],[31] and paper 1). Works regarding the axion properties without taking into
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account a Higgs sector have appeared several times in the past (see for example [6, 26])
but because we believe that the mixing of the axion and Higgs sectors [27] is crucial in
determining the final physical properties of the ”axi-Higgs” [21, 28], we postpone the
discussion about its concrete relation to axion experiments for a later work. Now, gauge
invariance allows in principle for additional terms in the potential in the form of terms
that mix the Higgs fields with phases, with the axion playing the role of the phase. Since
these are terms that can not originate from a superpotential they must be inserted with
new coefficients in the effective action and thus contribute to the mass of χ an unknown
factor proportional to these couplings. Clearly, the parameter space in this case increases
but at the same time the range of theoretically allowed mass values for χ can now range
from small up to the electroweak scale.
We will not specify charges for the fermions under the extra U(1)B because the predic-
tions are expected to depend weakly on the specific choice of fermion charge assignment.
Doing so, we allow for the possibility of U(1)B being flavor non-universal leaving an open
window towards a possible role in generating fermion mass hierarchies via the Froggatt-
Nielsen mechanism. Regarding this possibility we just note that the natural context where
this can be achieved is a supersymmetric version of our model with an extra complex scalar
field, charged under U(1)B, whose vacum expectation value (via a Fayet-Iliopoulos term)
plays the role of the Froggatt-Nielsen vev and its phase the role of the Stu¨ckelberg axion.
The resulting model would essentially be an anomalous U(1) variation of the NMSSM
where the scalar has an anomalous charge [10].
At first sight it would seem that little effort has been put in exploring the consistency
of these models from the (bottom-up) point of view of field theory. Nevertheless, many
properties of anomalous U(1) models advertised here and attributed to recent works in
string or string inspired model building are actually known in essence since a long time
ago. The whole Green-Schwarz structure can be anticipated and, we would claim, clearly
understood, if one reads carefully enough the early works of [29, 30] and interpret the
results contained there from the point of view of model building beyond the SM. One
can see that the structure described here can be obtained without any reference to an
ultraviolet completion of the SM like string theory. It is sufficient to have a sector in an
anomaly free gauge theory coupled to fermions and several Higgs fields where some of
the fermions and the Higgses are much heavier than the rest and thus can be decoupled
at low energies. The resulting low energy effective action can clearly become anomalous
if the fermions integrated out are in a chiral representation. The interesting fact is that
the quantum theory generates precisely the same effective terms as the ones that string
theory provides so that the anomaly cancellation mechanism works. As usual, the input
that one gets from a string theory that can not be obtained in the field theory approach
is that many couplings are, in principle, fixed. In practice one typically ends up with
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relations between some of the couplings, but a model where all couplings are fixed has
not been constructed yet.
Despite of all this theoretical insight both from the top-down and bottom-up ap-
proaches, the question that has remained open is how to make concrete contact with
experiment. The obvious answer is to look for extra Z ′ gauge bosons and indeed this
is by far the most striking experimental signature of these models. The more ambitious
however will immediately realize that this is a signature shared by any U(1) extension
of the SM and the real challenge is how one could distinguish anomalous U(1) models
from other extensions with non-anomalous U(1)’s since this would be a direct probe into
the internal structure of string theory. This turns out to be a tricky issue because even
though the structure of anomalous and non-anomalous U(1) extensions differ drastically
at first sight, by the time one gets down to physical observables the two classes of models
become hardly distinguishable. However, as mentioned above, in models with anoma-
lous U(1)’s one should quite generally expect the presence of a physical axion-like field
χ and in fact in any decay that involves a non-vanishing fermion triangle like the decay
Z∗, Z
′∗ −→ γγ, Z,Z ′ −→ Zγ etc., one should be able to see traces of the anomalous
structure [21, 22, 31, 32]. In this paper we will mostly concentrate on the gauge boson
decays which, even though hard to measure, contain clear differences with respect to the
SM - as is the case of the Z∗ −→ γγ decay - and in addition with respect to anomaly free
U(1) extensions - like the Z
′∗ −→ γγ decay - for example.
In [21] a theory which extends the SM with this minimal structure (for essentially
an arbitrary number of extra U(1) factors) was called ”Minimal Low Scale Orientifold
Model” or MLSOM for short, because in orientifold constructions one typically finds
multiple anomalous U(1)’s. Here, even though we discuss the case of a single anomalous
U(1) which could also originate from heterotic vacua or some field theory extension of
the SM, we will keep on using the same terminology keeping in mind that the results can
apply to more general cases. We finally mention that other similar constructions with
emphasis on other phenomenological signatures of such models have appeared before in
[20, 33, 34].
Our work is organized as follows. In the first sections we will specialize the analysis of
[21] to the case of an extension of the SM that contains one additional anomalous abelian
U(1), with an abelian structure of the form U(1)Y ×U(1)B , that we will analyze in depth.
We will determine the structure of the entire lagrangean and fix the counterterms in the
1-loop anomalous effective action which are necessary to restore the gauge invariance of
the model at quantum level. The analysis that we provide is the generalization of what is
discussed in our companion paper (which we will refer to as paper 1 or part 1), that was
devoted primarily to the analysis of anomalous abelian models and to the perturbative
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organization of the corresponding effective action. We refer to part 1 for a survey of
the methods that will find application in the model discussed in this companion work.
After determining the axion lagrangian and after discussing Higgs-axion mixing in this
extension of the SM, we will focus our attention on an analysis of the contributions to a
simple process (Z → γγ). Our analysis, in this case, aims to provide an example of how the
new contributions included in the effective action - in the form of one loop counterterms
that restore unitarity of the effective action - modify the perturbative structure of the
process. A detailed phenomenological analysis is beyond the scope of this work, since it
requires, to be practically useful for searches at the LHC, a very accurate determination
of the QCD and electroweak background around the Z resonance [9]. We plan to get back
to this analysis in the near future.
2 Effective models in low energy string theory : an
SU(3)C × SU(2)W × U(1)Y × U(1)B example
We start by briefly recalling the main features of the MLSOM starting from the expression
of the lagrangean which is given by
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+ V (Hu, Hd, b), (1)
where we have summed over the SU(3) index a = 1, 2, ..., 8, over the SU(2) index j =
1, 2, 3 and over the fermion index i = 1, 2, 3 denoting a given generation. We have denoted
with FGµν the field-strength for the gluons and with F
W





µν are the field-strengths related to the abelian hypercharge and the
extra abelian gauge boson, B, which has anomalous interactions with a typical generation
of the Standard Model. The fermions in eq. (1) are either left-handed or right-handed
Dirac spinors fL, fR and they fall in the usual SU(3)C and SU(2)W representations
of the Standard Model. The additional anomalous U(1)B is accompanied by a shifting
Stu¨ckelberg axion b. The ci, i = 1, 2, are the coefficients of the Chern-Simons trilinear
interactions [21, 22] and we have also introduced a mass term M1 at tree level for the B
gauge boson, which is the Stu¨ckelberg term. As usual, the hypercharge is anomaly-free
and its embedding in the so called “D-brane basis” has been discussed extensively in the
previous literature [15, 33, 18]. Most of the features of the orientifold construction are
preserved, but we don’t work with the more general multiple U(1) structure since our goal
is to analyze as close as possible this model making contact with direct phenomenological
applications, although our results and methods can be promptly generalized to more
complex situations.
2.1 The structure of the gauge interactions
Here we provide some more details about the structure of the model and define also
our conventions. Let us first look at the interaction terms contained in the interaction
Lagrangian Lint. We will use the hypercharge values
f QL uR dR L eR νR
qY 1/6 2/3 −1/3 −1/2 −1 0
and general U(1)B charge assignments














The covariant derivatives act on the fermions fL, fR as
DµfL =
(
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G aµ = TaG
a
µ with a = 1, 2, ..., 8 (5)
with the normalizations








The interaction lagrangean for the leptons becomes




















−gY q(νR)Y AYµ − gBq(νR)B Bµ
]
νRi. (7)
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we obtain the interaction lagrangean























−gY q(dR)Y AYµ − gBq(dR)B Bµ
]
dRi. (10)
As we have already mentioned in the introduction, we work with a 2-Higgs doublet model,





































Expanding around the vacuum we get for the uncharged components











The Weinberg angle is defined via cos θW = g2/g, sin θW = gY /g, with
g2 = g2Y + g
2
2. (14)
We also define cos β = vd/v, sin β = vu/v and
v2 = v2d + v
2
u. (15)
2.2 The gauge boson masses
Briefly, we summarize the derivation of the mass matrix for the gauge bosons in the
presence of a tree level Stu¨ckelberg mass term. The 3 by 3 mass matrix can be read off
the quadratic form



































and we normalize the charges of the two U(1)s by defining the electric charge (E.M.)












, T± = T 1 ± iT 2, W±µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ) (18)




































































− ∂µ − i2g2W3µ + i2gYAYµ + i2gB qBu Bµ
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Hu
and a similar expression for the covariant derivative of Hd. The mass matrix in the mixing
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ǫ1 so that lim
M1→∞
OA23 = 0.






































































































33 ≃ 1, (27)
lim
M1→∞
OA31 = 0, lim
M1→∞
OA32 = 0, lim
M1→∞
OA33 = 1. (28)
These mass-squared eigenstates correspond to one zero mass eigenvalue for the photon Aγ,
and two non-zero mass eigenvalues for the Z and for the Z ′ vector bosons, corresponding






































Notice that while the mass of the Z gauge boson gets corrected by terms of the order
v2/M1, converging to the SM value as M1 → ∞, with M1 the Stu¨ckelberg mass of the
B gauge boson, the mass of the Z ′ gauge boson can grow large with M1. It gets a
contribution from the tree-level Stu¨ckelberg mass and from the vev of the Higgs fields.
The actual value of M1 is left, at this stage, undetermined, although in the context of
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string model building there are suggestions to relate them to specific properties of the
compactified extra dimensions (see for instance [15, 18]).














































 = (Aγ Z Z ′)










It is straightforward to verify that the rotation matrix OA satisfies the proper orthogo-
nality relation
OA(OA)T = 1. (34)
For the five infinitesimal parameters of the SU(2)W×U(1)Y×U(1)B gauge transformations















The structure of the gauge transformations in the basis of the interaction eigenstates and
in the basis of the mass eigenstates for this model is worked out in the appendix.
2.3 Higgs-axion mixing and Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons












− 2λud(H†uHu)(H†dHd) + 2λ′ud|HTu τ2Hd|2, (37)
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plus the new terms
VP/ Q/ = b1
(
H†uHd e























where b1 has mass squared dimension, while λ1, λ2, λ3 are dimensionless. The quadratic
sector is organized in matrix form as
Vq(H) + V
′






































In the charged sector, the mass matrix elements are
N1(1, 1) = −2 cotβ
(
λ3 cos
2 β + (λ1 − λ′ud) sin 2β + λ2 sin2 β
)
v2 − 2b1 cot β,
N1(1, 2) = 2
(
λ3 cos
2 β + (λ1 − λ′ud) sin 2β + λ2 sin2 β
)
v2 + 2b1,
N1(2, 2) = −2
(
λ3 cos
2 β + (λ1 − λ′ud) sin 2β + λ2 sin2 β
)
v2 tanβ − 2b1 tanβ,









+ 2λ1 + tan βλ2 + cot βλ3
)
v2, (40)
corresponding to the charged Higgs mass. The rotation matrix into the mass eigenstates















In the neutral sector both a CP-even and a CP-odd sector are present. The CP-even
sector is described by a matrix N2 with elements
N2(1, 1) = −2(−4v2λuu sin2 β + v2λ3 cos2 β cotβ − 3
2
v2λ2 sin 2β + b1 cot β),
N2(1, 2) = 2
(
3v2λ3 cos
2 β + 3v2λ2 sin
2 β + 2v2λ1 sin 2β − 2v2λud sin 2β + b1
)
,
N2(2, 2) = −2 sec β
(−4λddv2 cos3 β − 3λ3v2 sin β cos2 β + λ2v2 sin3 β + b1 sin β) ,
and can be diagonalized by a rotation matrix in terms of CP-even mass eigenstates























∆ = (N2(1, 1))2 − 2N2(2, 2)N2(1, 1) + 4 (N2(1, 2))2 + (N2(2, 2))2 . (44)



















The lighter of the two, h0, is the state which is expected to be the one corresponding to
the Standard Model Higgs field.
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)
, (47)














The mass matrix has 2 zero eigenvalues and one non-zero eigenvalue that corresponds to




























The mass of this state is positive if cχ < 0. Notice that the mass of the axi-Higgs is the
result of two effects: the presence of the Higgs vevs and the presence of a PQ-breaking
potential whose parameters can be small enough to drive the mass of this particle to be
very light. We refer to [32] for a simple illustration of this effect in an abelian model.
In order to rotate from the interaction to the mass eigenstates in the CP-odd sector
we begin with the construction of the rotation matrix from the matrix whose columns are
the normalized eigenvectors. The eigenvectors are

























which can be normalized to give the matrix
Eχ =

 −N cosβ sin β N1Q1N sin β cosβ 0
























and where we have defined
Q1 = −(q
B




u − qBd )
M1
v sin β, (53)





We can construct the orthogonal matrix Oχ by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthonor-
malization method. By doing this one obtains the following matrix
Oχ =

 −N cosβ sin β N1Q1 cosβN sin β cosβ −N 1Q1 sin β


































One can see from (52) that N 1 = N , and the explicit elements of the 3-by-3 rotation

































































= NQ1 cosβ (60)
(Oχ)12 =
vu√
v 2u + v
2
d
= sin β (61)
(Oχ)22 =
vd√





































































It can be easily checked that this is an orthogonal matrix
(Oχ)T Oχ = 13x3. (67)
This matrix is needed in order to rotate into the mass eigenstates of the CP odd sector,
relating the axion χ and the two neutral Goldstones of this sector to the Stu¨ckelberg field


















a , a = u, d (69)
we can write the mixing matrix among the neutral Z, Z ′ and the corresponding NG






















− gYOAZY − qBu gBOAZB, fd = g2OAZW3 − gYOAZY − qBd gBOAZB,
fu,B = g2O
A
Z′W3 − gYOAZ′Y − qBu gBOAZ′B, fd,B = g2OAZ′W3 − gYOAZ′Y − qBd gBOAZ′B
(71)
and then, by means of the rotation (68) we can project the axion into the mass eigenstate











































































































































Z + C ′2G
Z′. (76)
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The expression (72) must exhibit only couplings to the Goldstones of the physical gauge









31 = 0 (77)
fu,B vuO
χ






31 = 0. (78)
These can be shown to have the simple solution
Oχ11 = −N cosβ, Oχ21 = N sin β, (79)
Oχ31 = −






u − qBd )
M1
vN sin β cosβ, (80)
which can be normalized using the expression of N given in (52). Clearly, eqs. (79) and
(80) represent the first column of Oχ, showing that indeed that Z and Z ′ couple in the
usual way with a derivative coupling to the corresponding Goldstones GZ and GZ′.
2.4 The Yukawa coupling and the axi-Higgs
Having clarified the structure of the scalar sector of the Model, we proceed to discuss the
Yukawa sector. The Yukawa couplings of the model are as usual given by
Lunit.Yuk = −ΓdQLHddR − Γd dRH†dQL − ΓuQL(iσ2H∗u)uR − Γu uR(iσ2H∗u)†QL
−Γe LHdeR − Γe eRH†dL− Γν L(iσ2H∗u)νR − Γν νR(iσ2H∗u)†L
= −Γd dH0dPRd− Γd dH0∗d PLd− Γu uH0∗u PRu− Γu uH0uPLu
−Γe eH0dPRe− Γe eH0∗d PLe− Γν νH0∗u PRν − Γν νH0uPLν, (81)
using the rotation (68) into the mass eigenstates (χ,G 01 , G
0
2 ) in the CP-odd sector, and
expanding around the vacuum we obtain
H0u = vu +





(h0 sinα−H0 cosα) + i (Oχ11χ +Oχ12G 01 +Oχ13G 02 )√
2
(82)
H0d = vd +
















so that in the unitary gauge, using relation (79) we obtain











(h0 sinα−H0 cosα)− i N cosβ χ] (84)










(h0 cosα +H0 sinα) + i N sin β χ
]
, (85)
where we have neglected the contribution of the (small) fluctuations of h0 and H0. We
obtain, in the unitary gauge the lagrangean









































where we can define
mu = −vuΓu, mν = −vuΓν ,
md = −vdΓd, me = −vdΓe. (87)
For later reference we group together the couplings of the axi-higgs with the fermion sector





























From the Yukawa couplings of equation (81) and relations (82), (83) we can extract the
coupling of the Goldstone boson G02 to the fermions































































Using the expression of Oχ we can compute the coupling between the Goldstone boson
G02 and d-quarks that takes the form

























Figure 1: Anomalous triangle diagrams for the MLSOM.
In the same way we obtain the coupling of Goldstone boson G02 to the electron













ie γ5eG 02 , (91)
the coupling between Goldstone bosons and u-quarks














and the corresponding coupling with the neutrino













iνγ5νG 02 . (93)
These expressions turn out to be useful in the analysis of the unitarity of the non-abelian
anomalous effective action and in fixing the explicit form of the Green-Schwarz (GS)
counterterms.
3 The effective action of the MLSOM with a single
anomalous U(1)
Having derived the essential components of the classical lagrangean of the model, now we
try to extend our study to the quantum level, determining the anomalous effective action
both for the abelian and the non-abelian sectors, fixing the D, F and C coefficients in
front of the Green-Schwarz terms in eq. 1. The discussion in the abelian sector presented
in paper 1 may be useful as an introduction to this more general case. Notice that the
only anomalous contributions to the San, in the Y-basis before symmetry breaking come
from the triangle diagrams depicted in Fig. 1.
Since hypercharge is anomaly-free, the only relevant non-abelian anomalies to be can-
celed are those involving one boson B with two SU(2)W bosons, or two SU(3)C bosons,
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while the abelian anomalies are those containing three U(1) bosons, with the Y 3 triangle
excluded by the hypercharge assignment. These (BSU(2)SU(2)) and (BSU(3)SU(3))
anomalies must be canceled respectively by Green-Schwarz terms of the kind
F b Tr[FW ∧ FW ], D b Tr[FG ∧ FG],
with F and D to be fixed by the conditions of gauge invariance. In the abelian sector we
have to focus on the BBB, BYY and YBB triangles which generate anomalous contribu-
tions that need to be canceled, respectively, by the Green-Schwarz terms CBB b F
B ∧FB,
CY Y b F
Y ∧ F Y and CY B b F Y ∧ FB. Denoting by SYM the anomalous effective action
involving the classical non-abelian terms plus the non-abelian anomalous diagrams, and
with Sab the analogous abelian one, the complete anomalous effective action is given by
Seff = S0 + SYM + Sab (94)







































The corresponding 3-point functions, for instance, are given by
T λµν, ijBWW B
λW µi W
ν
j = 〈0|T (Jλ, fB Jµ, fWi Jν, fWj )|0〉BλW µi W νj
≡ 〈0|T (Jλ, fLB Jµ, fLWi Jν, fLWj )|0〉BλW µi W νj , (97)





B = −gBq fRB ψfγλPRψf − gBq fLB ψfγλPLψf . (98)
The non-abelian W current being chiral
Jµ,fWi ≡ Jµ,fLWi = −g2ψfγµτ iPLψf , (99)






Figure 2: Contributions to a three abelian gauge boson amplitude before the removal of
the B − ∂b gauge boson- Stu¨ckelberg mixing.
4 Three gauge boson amplitudes and gauge fixing
4.1 The non-abelian sector before symmetry breaking
Before we get into the discussion of the gauge invariance of the model, it is convenient
to rephrase the analysis presented in paper 1 concerning the cancelations of the spurious
s-channel poles coming from the gauge-fixing conditions. These are imposed to remove
the ∂b − B mixing- in the effective action. We will perform our analysis in the basis
of the interaction eigenstates since in this basis recovering gauge independence is more
straightforward, at least before we enforce symmetry breaking via the Higgs mechanism.
The procedure that we follow is to gauge fix the B gauge boson in the symmetric phase by
removing the B−∂b mixing (see Fig. 2 (C)), so to derive simple Ward identities involving
only fermionic triangle diagrams and contact trilinear interactions with gauge bosons. For









to remove the bilinear mixing, where
GB = 1√
ξB
(∂ · B − ξBM1b) , (102)
with a propagator for the massive B gauge boson separated, as in paper 1, in a gauge























We will briefly illustrate here how the cancelation of the gauge dependence due to b
and B exchanges in the s-channel goes in this (minimally) gauge-fixed theory. As in the











Figure 3: Unitarity check in SU(2) sector for the MLSOM.
all the Y,B,W gauge bosons and the gauge dependence of the B propagator is canceled
by the Stueckelberg axion. In the broken phase things get more involved, but essentially
the patterns described in paper 1 continue to hold. In that case the Stu¨ckelberg scalar
has to be rotated into its physical component χ and the two Goldstones GZ and GZ′
which are linear combinations of G01 and G
0
2. The cancelation of the spurious s-channel
poles takes place, in this case, via the combined exchange of the Z propagator and of the
corresponding Goldstone mode GZ . Naturally, as discussed in paper 1, the GS interaction
will be essential for this to happen.
For the moment we simply work in the exact symmetry phase and in the basis of the
interaction eigenstates. We gauge fix the action to remove the B − ∂b mixing, but for
the rest we set the vev of the scalars to zero. For definiteness let’s consider the process
WW →WW mediated by a B boson as shown in Fig. 3. We denote by a bold-facedV the
BWW vertex, constructed so to have gauge invariance on the W-lines. This vertex, as we
are going to discuss next, requires a generalized CS counterterm to have such a property
on the W lines. Gauge invariance on the B line, instead, which is clearly necessary to
remove the gauge dependence in the gauge fixed action, is obtained at a diagrammatical





































using the equations for the anomalies and the correct value for the Green-Schwarz coeffi-









































so that the cancelation is easily satisfied. The treatment of the SU(3) sector is similar






















Figure 5: Unitarity check in abelian sector for the MLSOM.
4.2 The abelian sector before symmetry breaking
In the abelian sector the procedure is similar. For instance, to test the cancelation of the
gauge parameter ξB in a process BB → BB mediated by a B gauge boson we sum the
two gauge dependent contributions coming from the diagrams in Fig. 4 (we consider only















































which can be easily shown to be true after substituting the value of the GS coefficient
given in relation (176).
In Fig. (5) we have depicted the anomalous triangle diagram BYY (A) which has to
be canceled by the Green-Schwarz term CY Y
M
bF Y ∧ F Y , that generates diagram (B). In




























































which can be easily checked substituting the value of the GS coefficient CY Y given in
relation (177). We will derive the expressions of these coefficients and the factors of
all the other counterterms in the next section. The gauge dependences appearing in the
diagrams shown in Fig. 6 are analyzed in a similar way and we omit repeating the previous
steps, but it should be obvious by now how the perturbative expansion is organized in
terms of tree-level vertices and 1-loop counterterms, and how gauge invariance is checked
at higher orders when the propagators of the B gauge boson and of the axion b are both
present. Notice that in the exact phase (see the discussion in paper 1) the axion b is not
coupled to the fermions and the pattern of cancelations to ensure gauge independence, in
this specific case, is simplified.
At this point we pause to make some comments. The mixed anomalies analyzed
above involve a non-anomalous abelian gauge boson and the remaining gauge interactions
(abelian/non-abelian). To be specific, in our model with a single non-anomalous U(1),
which is the hypercharge U(1)Y gauge group, these mixed anomalies are those involving
triangle diagrams with the Y and B generators or the B accompanied by the non-abelian
sector. Consider, for instance, the BY Y triangle, which appears in the Y B → Y B ampli-
tude. There are two options that we can follow. Either we require that the corresponding
traces of the generators over each generation vanish identically


































which can be viewed as a specific condition on the charges of model or, if this is not
the case, we require that suitable one-loop counterterms balance the anomalous gauge
25
variation. We are allowed, in other words, to fix the two divergent invariant amplitudes of
the triangle diagram so that the corresponding Ward identities for the BY Y vertex and
similar anomalous vertices are satisfied. This is a condition on the parameterization of
the Feynman vertex amplitude rather than on the charges and is, in principle, allowed. It
is not necessary to have a specific determination of the charges for this to occur, as far as
the counterterms are fixed accordingly. For instance, in the abelian sector the diagrams
in question are
Y B → Y B mediated by Y ∝ Tr[q2Y qB]
Y Y → Y Ymediated by B ∝ Tr[q2Y qB]
BB → BB mediated by Y ∝ Tr[qY q2B]
Y B → Y B mediated by B ∝ Tr[qY q2B].
(111)
In the MLSOM these traces are, in general, non vanishing and therefore we need to
introduce defining Ward identities to render the effective action anomaly free.
5 Ward Identities, Green-Schwarz and Chern-Simons
counterterms
Having discussed the structure of the (minimally) gauge fixed theory in the basis of
the interaction eigenstates, we come now to identify the coefficients needed to enforce
cancelation of the anomalies in the 1-loop effective action. We refer to an appendix for
some comments concerning the role played by the bilinear mixing term in the effective
action. There we show that even in the gauge where the B∂b mixing is removed, we are
still able to derive ordinary Ward identities for the B gauge invariant lines. In the basis of
the physical gauge bosons we will be dropping, with this choice, a gauge dependent term
that is vanishing for physical polarizations. At the same time, for exchanges of virtual
gauge bosons, the gauge dependence of the corresponding propagators is canceled by the
associated Goldstone exchanges.
Starting from the non abelian contributions, the BWW amplitude, we separate the
charge/coupling constant dependence of a given diagram from the rest of its parametric









































λµν is the 3-point function in configu-
ration space, with all couplings and charges factored out, symmetrized in µν. Similarly,






























while the abelian triangle diagrams are given by
T λµνBBBB




λµνBλBµBν = g 3BDBBB T
λµνBλBµBν , (114)
T λµνBY YB











Y DBY Y T
λµνBλY µY ν , (115)
T λµνY BBY












λµνY λBµBν , (116)













































2 − qfLY (qfLB )2
]
. (119)
The T vertex is given by the usual combination of vector and axial-vector components









and we denote by ∆(k1, k2) its expression in momentum space
(2π)4δ(k − k1 − k2)∆λµν(k1, k2) =
∫
dxdydzeik1·x+ik2·y−ik·zTλµν(z, x, y). (121)






the momentum space expressions of the








As illustrated in Fig. (7) and Fig. (8), the complete structure of T is given by (see the





∆λµν(−1/2, k1, k2) + ∆µνλ(−1/2, k2,−k) + ∆νλµ(−1/2,−k, k1)
]










where we have used the relation between the ∆AAA (bold-faced) vertex and the usual ∆
vertex, which is of the form AVV. Notice that
∆λµν
AVV






= ∆νλµ(−1/2,−k, k1), (123)
are the usual vertices with CVC on two lines and the anomaly on a single axial vertex.
As we have extensively discussed in paper 1, the AAA vertex is constructed by sym-
metrizing the distribution of the anomaly on each of the three chiral currents, which is
the content of (122). The same vertex can be obtained from the basic AVV vertex by a
suitable shift, with β = 1/6 (see the discussion in paper 1), and then repeating the same




(1/6, k1, k2) = ∆



































typical of a symmetric distribution of the anomaly.
These identities are obtained from the general shift-relation
∆λµν(β ′, k1, k2) = ∆
λµν(β, k1, k2) +
i
4π2
(β − β ′)ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ. (126)
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Vertices with conserved axial currents (CAC) can be related to the symmetric AAA
vertex in a similar way
∆λµν
AAA





ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ. (127)
At this point we are ready to introduce the complete vertices for this model, which
are given by the amplitude (121) with the addition of the corresponding Chern-Simons
counterterms. These will be determined later in this section by imposing the conservation
of the SU(2), SU(3) and Y gauge currents. Following this definition for all the anomalous
vertices, the amplitudes can then be written as




























VλµνBY YBλY µY ν = gBg 2YDBY YTλµνBλY µY ν + d1BY ∧ FY
VλµνY BBY λBµBν = gY g 2BDY BBTλµνY λBµBν + d2Y B ∧ FB,
(128)
which are the defining vertices of the anomaly-free, 1-loop effective action. Then we define
the expressions in momentum space of the vertices introduced in eq. 128 obtaining












ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ (129)










ǫλµνσ(k1 − k2)σ. (130)
These vertices satisfy standard Ward identities on the external Y lines, with an anomalous
Ward identity on the B line
k1µV
λµν
BY Y (k1, k2) = 0 (131)
k2νV
λµν
BY Y (k1, k2) = 0 (132)
kλV
λµν








and obviously the B-currents contains the total anomaly an = − i2pi2 . Analogously, the
anomaly equations for the YBB vertex are
k1µV
λµν





































Figure 7: All the anomalous electroweak contributions to a triangle diagram in the non-
abelian sector.
where the chiral current Y has to be conserved so to render the 1 loop effective action
gauge invariant.
Before we proceed with our analysis, which has the goal to determine explicitely the
counterterms in each of these vertices, we pause for some practical considerations. It is
clear that the scheme that we have followed in order to determine the structure of the
vertices of the effective action has been to assign the anomaly only to the chiral vertices
and to impose conservation of the vector current. There are regularization schemes in the
literature that enforce this principle, the most famous one being dimensional regularization
with the t’Hooft Veltman prescription for γ5 (see also the discussion in part 1). In this
scheme the anomaly is equally distributed for vertices of the form AAA and is assigned
only to the axial-vector vertex in triangles of the form AVV and similar. Diagrams of
the form AAV are zero by Furry’s theorem, being equivalent to VVV.
We could also have proceeded in a different way, for instance by defining each V, for
instance VBY Y , to have an anomaly only on the B vertex and not on the Y vertices, even
if Y has both a vector and an axial-vector components at tree level and is, indeed, a chiral
current. This would have implied that at 1-loop the chiral projector had to be moved
to the B vertex “by hand”, no matter if it was appearing on the Y current or on the B
current, rendering the Y current effectively vector-like at 1 loop. Naturally, in a slightly
more transparent way, this is also what a CS term does. In both cases we are anyhow
bond to define separately the 1-loop vertices as new entities, not immediately derivable
from the tree level currents. However, having an explicit Chern-Simons counterterms
renders the treatment compatible with dimensional regularization in the t’Hooft-Veltman
prescription. It is clear, however, that one way or the other, the quantum action is not
fixed at classical level since the counterterms are related to quantum effects and the related
Ward identities, which force the cancelation of the anomaly to take place in a completely
new way respect to the SM case, are indeed defining conditions on the theory.
Having clarified this subtle point, we return to the determination of the gauge invari-
ance conditions for our anomalous vertices. Under B-gauge transformations we have the
30
following variations (singlet anomalies) of the effective action
1
2!










〈θBFWi ∧ FWj 〉 Tr[τ iτ j ]D(L)B , (137)
1
2!










〈θBFGa ∧ FGb 〉 Tr[T aT b]D(L)B , (138)
and with the normalization given in (6) we obtain
1
2!







〈θBFWi ∧ FWi 〉D(L)B , (139)
1
2!







〈θBFGa ∧ FGa 〉D(L)B . (140)
Note, in particular, that the covariantization of the anomalous contributions requires the
entire non-abelian field strengths FWi, µν and F
G
a, µν
FWi, µν = ∂µW
i
ν − ∂νW iµ − g2εijkW jµW kν = FˆWi, µν − g2εijkW jµW kν (141)
FGa, µν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ − g3fabcGbµGcν = FˆGa, µν − g3fabcGbµGcν . (142)
The covariantization of the right-hand-side (rhs) of the anomaly equations takes place via
higher order corrections, involving correlators with more external gauge lines. It is well
known, though, that the cancelation of the anomalies in these higher order non-abelian
diagrams (in d=4) is only related to the triangle diagram (see part 1 for some basic
examples).
Under the non-abelian gauge transformations we have the following variations
1
2!





















〈FB ∧ Tr[ϑFˆG]〉D(L)B , (144)
where the “hat” field strengths FˆW and FˆG refer to the abelian part of the non-abelian
field strengths W and G. Introducing the notation







i i, j = 1, 2, 3 (145)







a a, b = 1, 2, .., 8 (146)
the expressions of the variations become
1
2!















〈ϑaFB ∧ FˆGa 〉D(L)B . (148)
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We have now to introduce the Chern-Simons counterterms for the non-abelian gauge
variations
SCSnon−ab = SCSBWW + SCSBGG = c1〈εµνρσBµCSU(2)νρσ 〉+ c2〈εµνρσBµCSU(3)νρσ 〉, (149)





















































a (FˆGa, νρ) + cyclic
]
. (153)












〈ϑaFB ∧ FˆGa 〉, (155)
and we can choose the coefficients in front of the CS counterterms to obtain anomaly
cancelations for the non-abelian contributions
























〈θBFGa ∧ FGa 〉, (158)
where the coefficients ci are given in (156). The variations under the B-gauge trans-








〈θBFWi ∧ FWi 〉, (159)
D
M



















= ( x) R 3 − L 3( )
Figure 8: All the anomalous contributions to a triangle diagram in the abelian sector for
generic vector-axial vector trilinear interactions
and the cancelation of the anomalous contributions coming from the B-gauge transforma-






















There are some comments to be made concerning the generalized CS terms responsible
for the cancelation of the mixed anomalies. These terms, in momentum space, generate
standard trilinear CS interactions, whose momentum structure is exactly the same as
that due to the abelian ones (see the appendix of part 1 for more details), plus additional
quadrilinear (contact) gauge interactions. These will be neglected in our analysis since
we will be focusing in the next sections on the characterization of neutral tri-linear inter-
actions. In processes such as Z → γγγ they re-distribute the anomaly appropriately in
higher point functions.












〈FB ∧ FBθB〉DBBB, (162)
1
2!










〈F Y ∧ F Y θB〉DBY Y , (163)
1
2!










〈F Y ∧ FBθB〉DY BB, (164)
and variations for Y that give
1
2!










〈F Y ∧ FBθY 〉DBY Y , (165)
1
2!










〈FB ∧ FBθY 〉DY BB. (166)
Also in this case we introduce the corresponding abelian Chern-Simons counterterms
SCSab = SCSBY Y + SCSY BB = d1〈BY ∧ FY 〉+ d2〈Y B ∧ FB〉 (167)
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whose variations are given by
δY SCSBY Y =
d1
2
〈θY FB ∧ F Y 〉, (168)
δY SCSBY Y = −
d2
2
〈θY FB ∧ FB〉, (169)










Similarly, the gauge variation of B in the corresponding Green-Schwarz terms gives
CBB
M
δB〈 b FB ∧ FB〉 = −CBBM1
M
〈θBFB ∧ FB〉 (171)
CY Y
M
δB〈 b F Y ∧ F Y 〉 = −CY Y M1
M
〈θBF Y ∧ F Y 〉 (172)
CY B
M
δB〈 b F Y ∧ FB〉 = −CY BM1
M
〈θBF Y ∧ FB〉 (173)
and on the other hand the B-variations of the fixed CS counterterms are
δBSCSBY Y = −
d1
2




〈θBF Y ∧ FB〉. (175)
Finally the cancelation of the anomalous contributions from the abelian part of the effec-

























Regarding the Y-variations ∝ Tr[qBq2Y ] and ∝ Tr[q2BqY ], in general these traces are not
identically vanishing and we introduce the CS and GS counterterms to cancel them.
Having determined the factors in front of all the counterterms, we can summarize the
structure of the one-loop anomalous effective action plus the counterterms as follows
S = S0 + San + SGS + SCS

















〈bFB ∧ FB〉+ CY Y
M






〈bTr[FW ∧ FW ]〉+ D
M
〈bTr[FG ∧ FG]〉
+d1〈BY ∧ FY 〉+ d2〈Y B ∧ FB〉
+c1〈ǫµνρσBµCSU(2)νρσ 〉+ c2〈ǫµνρσBµCSU(3)νρσ 〉,
(179)
where S0 is the classical action. The discussion presented in our companion paper has
shown that the theory, though non-renormalizable, is unitary and can be used for the
study of specific processes at various orders. There we have shown, in simplified models,
how we can perform a power-counting in the loop expansion and analyze its consistency
by studying the gauge dependence of classes of diagrams. Clearly, in this general model,
this study is more involved, but the cancelations of the gauge dependendent terms in
specific classes of diagrams can be performed both in the exact phase and in the broken
phase, similarly to the discussion presented in our companion work, having re-expressed
the fields in the basis of the mass eigenstates. The approach that we follow is then clear:
we worry about the cancelation of the anomalies in the exact phase, having performed a
minimal gauge fixing to remove the B mixing with the axion b, then we rotate the fields
and re-parameterize the lagrangean around the non trivial vacuum of the potential. We
will see in the next sections that with this simple procedure we can easily discuss simple
basic processes involving neutral and charged currents exploiting the invariance of the
effective action under re-parameterizations of the fields. However, before coming to that
final point we briefly analize the axion lagrangean in the physical basis.
6 The axion and the Chern Simons lagrangeans
We have seen that after symmetry breaking, in the scalar sector we isolate a physical
axion, χ, also called the axi-Higgs. Here we present the axion lagrangean and the CS
lagrangean written in the physical basis.
6.1 The axion lagrangean
After electroweak symmetry breaking some of the U(1)s get rotated to the basis of the
mass eigenstates. In particular, the W3, A
Y and B gauge bosons become linear combi-
nations of the physical states Aγ , Z, Z
′, as we have seen in detail. The rotation to the
physical mass eigenstate basis is done by the 3-by-3 orthogonal matrix OA of eq. (31):
~A = OA ~B, (180)
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where in components
Ap = {Aγ, Z, Z ′}, p = {γ, Z, Z ′} (181)








































N sin 2β = −(qBu − qBd )
v
M1
N sin β cos β (187)
and from the relations (63), (66)
















bTr[FG ∧ FG] + F
M




bF Y ∧ F Y + CBB
M
bFB ∧ FB + CY B
M
bF Y ∧ FB (190)
and rotating into the physical mass eigestates using eqs. (185) and (186) we obtain the
axion-like terms of the GS lagrangean
Laxionγ−basis = Laxion(χ) + Laxion(GZ) + Laxion(GZ
′
)
= gχGG χTr [FG ∧ FG] + gχ+− χTr [FW+ ∧ FW−] + gχγγ χF γ ∧ F γ
36
+gχZZ χF
Z ∧ FZ + gχZ′Z′ χFZ
′ ∧ FZ′ + gχγZ χF γ ∧ FZ
+gχγZ′ χF








Tr [FW+ ∧ FW−] + cZγγ GZ F γ ∧ F γ + cZ
′
γγ G
Z′ F γ ∧ F γ
+cZZZ G
Z FZ ∧ FZ + cZ′ZZ GZ
′
FZ ∧ FZ + cZZ′Z′ GZ FZ





Z F γ ∧ FZ + cZ′γZ GZ
′










Z′ FZ ∧ FZ′
+cZZ′Z G
Z FZ
′ ∧ FZ + cZ′Z′Z GZ
′
FZ
′ ∧ FZ , (191)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 − qfLY (qfLB )2
]
. (192)
already given in the previous section.
6.2 The Chern-Simons lagrangean
Here we derive the expression of the Chern-Simons counterterms for the abelian and the
non-abelian sectors in the interaction basis (Y-basis) and in the physical basis. The first
is given by
LCSY−basis = d1BY ∧ FY + d2Y B ∧ FB + c1ǫµνρσBµCSU(2)νρσ + c2ǫµνρσBµCSU(3)νρσ . (193)
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We obtain its expression in the physical basis (γ-basis) rotating the gauge bosons into
their mass eigenstates
























































′Z ∧ FZ +OABZ′Z ′Z ∧ FZ′)
+ c1ǫ
µνρσCνρσ(W


















For convenience, we collect here the expressions of the counterterm factors, which are
given by




















We will be analyzing the role played by these CS terms in a specific process, and for
that reason we will focus our attention on the structure of the Zγγ vertex.
7 The neutral currents sector in the MLSOM
In this section we move toward the phenomenological analysis of a typical process which
exhibits the new trilinear gauge interactions at 1-loop level. As we have mentioned in the
introduction, our goal here is to characterize this analysis at a more formal level, since
a numerical study of these vertices will require a dedicated study. It should be clear,
however, from the discussion presented in this and in the next sections, how to proceed
in a more general case. The theory is well-defined and consistent so that we can foresee
accurate studies of its predictions for applications at the LHC in the future.
We proceeed with our illustration starting from the definition of the neutral current












that we express in the two basis, the basis of the interaction eigenstates and of the
mass eigenstates. Clearly in the interaction basis the bosonic operator in the covariant
derivative becomes
F ≡ g2W 3µT 3 + gY Y AYµ + gBYBBµ





where Q = T 3 + Y . The rotation in the photon basis gives
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We can easily work out the structure of the covariant derivative interaction applied on a
left-handed or on a right-handed fermion. For this reason it is convenient to introduce


















µZB = 0, (209)
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Using this notation we have a simplified form for the neutral currents
−LNC = ZµgZψLγµ
(














+Z ′µ gZ′ ψLγ
µ
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ψ + Z ′µ gZ′ ψγ
µ
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ψ = ψf (g
f
Z,V γ
µ − gfZ,Aγµγ5)ψf ,
(213)
and a similar expression holds for the Z ′ neutral current. We can easily identify the



































Qˆ = QˆL + QˆR (214)
which will be denoted as Q p = (Qˆ, QˆZ , QˆZ′). To express a given correlator, say 〈ZAγAγ〉
in the (W3, AY , B) basis we proceed as follows. We denote with Q p = (Qˆ, QˆZ , QˆZ′) the
generators in the photon basis (Aγ, Z, Z
′) and with g p = (e, gZ , gZ′) the corresponding cou-
plings. Similarly, Qp = (T
3, Y, YB) are the generators in the interaction basis (W3, AY , B)




















A p = (A
γ, Z, Z ′) Bp = (W 3, Y, YB) (216)
then the rotation of the charges to the physical basis from the basis of the interaction











with the couplings in the new basis expressed in terms of the couplings in the old basis as
δ p r













8 The Zγγ vertex in the Standard Model
Before coming to the computation of this vertex in the MLSOM we first start reviewing
its structure in the SM.
We show in Fig. 9 the Zγγ vertex in the SM, where we have separated the QED
contributions from the remaining corrections RW . This vertex vanishes at all orders when
all the three lines are on-shell, due to the Landau-Yang theorem. A direct check of
this property for the fermionic 1-loop corrections of the two anomaly diagram has been
presented in paper 1.
The QED contribution contains the fermionic triangle diagrams (direct plus exchanged)
and the contributions in RW include all the remaining ones at 1-loop level. In this case
the separation between the pure QED contributions (due to the 2 fermionic diagrams)
and the remaining corrections, which are separately gauge invariant on the photon lines,
is rather straightforward, though this is not the case, in general, for more complicated
electroweak amplitudes. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 10, RW , contains ghosts, gold-
stones and all other exchanges. An exhaustive computation of all these contributions is
not needed for the scope of this discussion and will be left for future work. We have
omitted diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 11. These could be removed by choosing a Rξ
gauge for the Z boson. Notice, however, that even without a gauge fixing these decouple
from the anomaly diagrams in the massless fermion limit.
To appreciate the role played by the anomaly in this vertex we perform a direct








Figure 9: The Zγγ vertex to lowest order in the Standard Model, with the anomalous




































+ . . . . . . . 
(F) (G)(E)
Figure 10: Some typical electroweak corrections, involving the charged Goldstones (here
denoted by G, ghosts contributions (u±) and W exchanges.
general, in the broken phase, we expect the vertex to satisfy Slavnov-Taylor identities
on the Z line rather than ordinary Ward identities, given the BRST symmetry of the
gauge-fixed action. A direct computation shows that in the case of massless fermions, in
the fermionic triangles all the three lines, not only the photon lines, satisfy ordinary Ward
identities. At the same time, a cursory look at RW shows that there is no gauge dependent
parameter coming from the gauge fixing of the Z gauge boson. On the other end, in the
two anomaly diagrams violations of the Ward identity on the Z line for the fermionic
contributions are due to the splitting between the fermion masses in each generation. To
show these points explicitely we consider the amplitude


























Figure 11: Z −G0Z mixing in the broken phase in the SM.
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Figure 12: Same as in Fig. 11 but for the MLSOM
which can be cast in the form

















ǫρνµα(1− x1 − x2)(x2k1 − x1k2)β(kβ2k1α + kβ1k2α)
+(1− x1 − x2)(ǫαρβνk1αk2β(x2kµ1 − x1kµ2 ) + (µ→ ν))




∆ = m2f + x2(x2 − 1)k21 + x1(x1 − 1)k22 − 2x1x2k1 · k2, (222)
and we have introducing the gfZ,A and g
f









T f3 −Qf sin2 θW . (223)
This form of the amplitude is obtained if we use the standard Rosenberg definition of
the anomalous diagrams and it agrees with [35]. In this case the Ward identities on the
photon lines are defining conditions for the vertex. Naturally, with the standard fermion




f = 0. (224)
Because of the anomaly cancelation, the fermionic vertex is zero also off-shell, if the masses
of all the fermions in each generation are degenerate, in particular if they are massless.
Notice that this is not a consequence of the Landau-Yang theorem.
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Figure 13: Re-distribution of the anomaly via the CS counterterm
Let us now move to the Ward identity on the Z line. A direct computation gives
kρG

























The presence of a mass-dependent term on the right hand side of (225) constitutes a
break-down of axial current conservation for massive fermions, which is consistent with
the fact that the theory has been gauge fixed in order to remove the Z − GZ mixing on
the external lines: we do not expect gauge invariance when we are forced to perform a
gauge fixing, and the violation of the Ward identity is obvious. We may wonder if this
additional Ward identity on the Z line for the massless fermionic amplitudes, has still to
be satisfied in the case of anomalous models, and the answer, as we are going to see, is
negative. The reason is clear: in these models the presence at tree level of an axion (b)
induces mixings between the Z and the Goldstones, in the basis of the mass eigenstates,
with photons on the final states (see Fig. 12 (B)). These contributions are directly linked
to the two anomaly diagrams by the condition of gauge invariance, and to be eliminated
we need a gauge choice. Therefore we do not expect these two diagrams to be gauge
invariant on the axial vector vertex even in the massless fermion limit.
8.1 The Z → γγ vertex in the MLSOM
Turning toward the MLSOM, we need to relate a given amplitude, for instance the Zγγ
vertex, in the basis of the mass eigenstates and to that of the interactions eigenstates. To
illustrate this point we can proceed from the expression of the 1-loop effective action in






































where we have included a sum over the fermions of each generation. We have introduced
the left/right chiral vertices



































which give rise to four different anomalous contributions of the form AAA,AVV,VAV
and VVA, and a vanishing VVV contribution. For example the contribution AVV with
vector-axial coupling on the λ index is given by






















where we have related the L and R amplitudes to the symmetric axial vertex. The proof of
these relations is quite straightforward since the∆ vertex has an equal amount of anomaly
on the 3 currents and is defined as the average of AVV,VAV and VVA contributions.















































where we have introduced the CS counterterms and where the SM contributions (in the




















where the functions Ξ depend on mf and are given by appropriate Feynman parameteri-




















































where we have expressed the triangle contributions in terms of the symmetric (AAA)
vertex. The role of the CS counterterms is to combine with these symmetric vertices and
guarantee the validity of standard Ward identities on the Y −W3 lines. This can be seen
more clearly by defining ∆BY Y (mf = 0) = ∆BW3W3(mf = 0) ≡ ∆, with a symmetric
distribution of the anomaly and pairing them with the corresponding CS interactions to
obtain
VλµνBY Y = ∆
λµν











which satisfy standard Ward identities on the Y −W3 lines. These vertices, rotated in
the basis of the mass eigenstates, in fact guarantee gauge invariance on the photon line
for the amplitude under consideration and are just proportional to the standard AVV
vertex. In other words the CS contributions can be absorbed in the only vertex which
guarantees the gauge invariance of the photon lines and move the anomaly on the axial
vertex, which is the vertex where we attach the Z gauge boson. Introducing some suitable
products of rotation matrices R, which allow us to transform from the interaction basis








where the SM-like contribution is given by
A
Zγγ





and the definition of the SM vertices is exactly the one already introduced for the MLSOM
VY Y Y = 4g
3
YDY Y Y∆AV V , VYW3W3 = 4gY g
2
2DYW3W3∆AV V . (235)
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We make a separation of the rotation matrix into SM-like coefficients and MLSOM cor-
rections so that








































This can be organized as a SM contribution plus some model dependent corrections
AZγγMLSOM =
[
(g 3YDY Y YR
Y Y Y





+g 3YDY Y Y∆R
Y Y Y















where the SM-like contribution can be identified with the sum which indeed realizes the
well known traceless condition
g 3YDY Y YR
Y Y Y










f = 0, (239)
valid in the massless fermion limit, since the vertex diagram AVV has no mass depen-
dence. Clearly we have factorized the AVV vertex both in the contributions coming from
the SM, such as YYY and Y W3W3, and in the remaining anomalous vertices containing
the anomalous B gauge boson. The factorization of this AVV triangle in the SM con-
tributions is possible since the traceless (vanishing) conditions on the Y Y Y and YW3W3
generators that appear in this amplitude allow us to do so. This means that before sym-
metry breaking, having fixed the structure of the lagrangean in the Y −B −W3 basis by
suitable counterterms so to preserve gauge invariance, after rotating the neutral sector
in the physical basis, the Zγγ vertex is still described by a single AVV diagram and the
CS interactions are absorbed into the definition of the vertex. In the next sections, in-
troducing a simplified notation, we will address the changes to eq. (238) induced by the
presence of fermion mass terms. Notice also that, differently from the SM, in the MLSOM
the off-shell vertex is non vanishing, which is a consequence of the structure of the charge
assignments in the model. Its on-shell vanishing, in concordance with the Landau-Yang
theorem, has been discussed in paper 1, where we have demonstrated it for the scalar
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1-loop AVV amplitude. Notice also that the vanishing of the on-shell invariant amplitude
eq. (238), of course implies that the invariant amplitude eq. (221) would vanish in the
massless fermion case even for a non vanishing anomaly. The scalar amplitude is obtained
by multiplying the vertex by physical polarizators, as discussed in paper 1.
9 Chiral asymmetries
To show how massless and massive contributions are related in the SM and in the MLSOM,
we proceed here with a simple discussion of these issues. In order to simplify the notation,
it is convenient to introduce some definitions. We define the chiral asymmetries for each




























Our analysis being concentrated on the investigation of the modification of the Zγγ vertex,
we need these asymmetries for the cases
Y Y Y, Y W3W3, BY Y,BW3W3. (242)
We recall that the definitions of the chiral asymmetries for Y Y Y, Y W3,W3 are the same
in the SM and in the extended models (MLSOM) that we consider.
In these notations the traceless conditions in the massless case, for instance in the




Y Y Y = 0. (243)








XY Z . (244)
Products of rotation OA matrix elements can be also defined accordingly









where we have included the coupling constant dependence into their definition, and can
be expanded in the SM and MLSOM contributions. We recall that eq. (246) gets correc-
tions in the second and third row, corresponding to the projection of Z and Z ′ into the
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Therefore we will be using the notation
dY Y Y = d
(SM)
Y Y Y +∆dY Y Y (247)
to indicate the variation O(ǫ21) variations induced by the new mixings in the neutral sector.
Similar definitions hold also for the other generators of the theory. In order to extract the
contributions related to the fermion masses mf for each (left- or right-handed) fermion in








where the first term on the right-hand-side corresponds to the massless part and the rest is
the mf dependent part. For simplicity, from now on, we will drop the subscript AVV from
these two contributions, being clear that the only vertex that we will be needing in our
analysis in the rest of our treatment is the AVV vertex. For the massless contributions,










































XY Z = 0).
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(SM)f








This expression summarizes the fact that in the SM the only contributions to the process
are related to the fermion masses.
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9.1 The MLSOM Zγγ vertex
Having clarified the pattern of cancelations that ensure unitarity in the model in the
modified framework typical of a theory that contains both an axion and an anomalous
chiral spectrum, we can track down the modifications induced by the MLSOM assignments
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λµν(0) + +∆λµν(mf ))dBT3T3 .
(254)
There are some further manipulations that can be done on this amplitude. Separating
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Notice that all the structures ∆XY Z have the same expressions and can all be expressed
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As we have already pointed out, the amplitudes ∆(mf ) and ∆(0) both satisfy the Landau-
Yang theorem. We remark that eq. (258) remains true even if one photon is real and the
other is virtual, and the only modifications, in this more general case, are related to the
different structure of the ai invariant amplitudes. These can be easily computed and take
the form
∆λµν = A1(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, µ, ν, λ] + A2(k1, k2)ǫ[k2, µ, ν, λ] + A3(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, k2, µ, λ]k1
ν
+A4(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, k2, µ, λ]k2
ν + A5(k1, k2)ǫ[k1, k2, ν, λ]k
µ





A1(k1, k2) = k1 · k2A3(k1, k2) + k22A4(k1, k2)
A2(k1, k2) = −A1(k2, k1)
A5(k1, k2) = −A4(k2, k1)
A6(k1, k2) = −A3(k2, k1).
(260)
Also A1(k1, k2) = A1(k2, k1) as one can easily check by a direct computation. We obtain




















y(1− y)k21 + x(1− x)k22 + 2xy k1 · k2 −m2f
(261)
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The computation of these integrals can be done analytically and the various regions
0 < s < 4m2f , mf >>
√
s/2, and mf → 0 can be studied in detail. In the case of





































Notice that the case in which the two photons are on-shell and light fermions are running
in the loop, then the evaluation of the integral requires particular care because of infrared
effects which render the parameteric integrals ill-defined. The situation is similar to the
case of the coupling of the axial anomaly to on-shell gluons in spin physics [36], when the
correct isolation of the massless quarks contributions is carried out by moving off-shell on
the external lines and then performing the mf → 0 limit.
9.2 qq¯ → γγ with an intermediate Z
In this section we are going to describe the role played by the new anomaly cancelation
mechanism in simple processes which can eventually be studied with accuracy at a hadron
collider such as the LHC. A numerical analysis of processes involving neutral currents can
be performed along the lines of [9] and we hope to return to this point in the near future.
Here we intend to discuss briefly some of the phenomenological implications which might
be of interest. Since the anomaly is canceled by a combination of Chern-Simons and
Green-Schwarz contributions, the study of a specific process, such as Z → γγ, which
differs from the SM prediction, requires, in general, a combined analysis both of the
gauge sector and of the scalar sector.
We start from the case of a quark-antiquark annihilation mediated by a Z that later
undergoes a decay into two photons. At leading order this process is at parton level
described by the annihilations of a valence quark q and a sea antiquark q¯ from the two
incoming hadrons, both of them collinear and massless. In Fig. (14) we have depicted all
the diagrams by which the process can take place to lowest order. Radiative corrections
from the initial state are accurately known up to next-to-next-to-leading order, and are
universal, being the same of the Drell-Yan cross section. In this respect, precise QCD
predictions for the rates are available, for instance around the Z resonance [9].
In the SM, gauge invariance of the process requires both a Z gauge boson exchange and
the exchange of the corresponding goldstone GZ , which involves diagrams (A) and (B). In
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the MLSOM a direct Green-Schwarz coupling to the photon (which is gauge dependent)
is accompanied by a gauge independent axion exchange. If the incoming quark-antiquark
pair is massless, then the Goldstone has no coupling to the incoming fermion pair, and
therefore (B) is absent, while gauge invariance is trivially satisfied because of the massless
condition on the fermion pair of the initial state. In this case only diagram (A) is relevant.
Diagram (B) may also be set to vanish, for instance in suitable gauges, such as the unitary
gauge. Notice also that the triangle diagrams have a dependence on mf , the mass of the
fermion in the loop, and show two contributions: a first contribution which is proportional
to the anomaly (mass independent) and a correction term which depends on mf .
As we have shown above, the first contribution, which involves an off-shell vertex,
is absent in the SM, while it is non vanishing in the MLSOM. In both cases, on the
other hand, we have mf dependent contributions. It is then clear that in the SM the
largest contribution to the process comes from the top quark circulating in the triangle
diagram, the amplitude being essentially proportional only to the heavy top mass. On
the Z resonance and for on-shell photons, the cross section vanishes in both cases, as we
have explained, in agreement with the Landau-Yang theorem. We have checked these
properties explicitly, but they hold independently of the perturbative order at which they
are analyzed, being based on the Bose symmetry of the two photons. The cross section,
therefore, has a dip at Q = MZ , where it vanishes, and where Q
2 is the virtuality of the
intermediate s-channel exchange.
An alternative scenario is to search for neutral exchanges initiated by gluon-gluon
fusion. In this case we replace the annihilation pair with a triangle loop (the process
is similar to Higgs production via gluon fusion), as shown in Fig. 15. As in the decay
mechanism discussed above, the production mechanism in the SM and in the MLSOM are
again different. In fact, in the MLSOM there is a massless contribution appearing already
at the massless fermion level, which is absent in the SM. The production mechanism by
gluon fusion has some characteristics of its own. Cleraly, for ggZ production and Zγγ
decay, the relevant diagrams are (A) and (B) since we need the exchange of a GZ to obtain
gauge invariance. As we probe smaller values of the Bjorken variable x, the gluon density
raises, and the process becomes sizable. In a pp collider, although the antiquark density
is smaller than a pp¯ collision, this process still remains very significant, in fact it appears
as a radiative correction to the qq¯ channel. We have also shown in this figure one of the
scalar channels, due to the exchange of a axi-Higgs.
Other channels such as those shown in Fig. 16 can also be studied, these involve a
lepton pair in the final state, and their radiative corrections also show the appearance of a
triangle vertex. This is the classical Drell-Yan process, that we will briefly describe below.
In this case, both the total cross section and the rapidity distributions of the lepton pair
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and/or an analysis of the charge asymmetry in s-channel exchanges of W’s would be of
major interest in order to disentangle the anomaly inflow. At the moment, errors on the
parton distributions and scale dependences induce indeterminations which, just for the
QCD background, are around 4% [9], as shown in a high precision study. It is expected,
however, that the statistical accuracy on the Z resonance at the LHC is going to be a
factor 100 better. In fact this is a case in which the experiment can do better than the
theory.
9.3 Isolation of the massless limit: the Z∗ → γ∗γ∗ amplitude
The isolation of the massless from the massive contributions can be analized in the case of
resolved photons in the final state. As we have already mentioned in the prompt photon
case the amplitude, on the Z resonance, vanishes because of Bose symmetry and angular
momentum conservation. We can, however, be on the Z resonance and produce one or
two off-shell photons that undergo fragmentation. Needless to say, these contributions
are small. However, the separation of the massless from the massive case is well defined.
One can increase the rates by asking just for 1 single resolved photon and 1 prompt
photon. Rates for this process in pp-collisions have been determined in [37]. We start
from the case of off-shell external photons of virtuality s1 and s2 and an off-shell Z (Z
∗).
Following [38], we introduce the total vertex V λµν(k1, k2, mf), which contains both the
massive mf dependence (corresponding to the triangle amplitude ∆
λµν . Its massless
counterpart Vλµν(0) ≡ V (k1, k2, mf = 0), obtained by sending the fermion mass to zero.
The Rosenberg vertex and the V vertex are trivially related by a Schoutens transformation,
moving the λ index from the Levi-Civita tensor to the momenta of the photons
Vλµν(k1, k2, mf)
= A(k1, k2, mf)ε[λ, µ, ν, k2]s1 − A(k2, k1, mf)ε[λ, µ, ν, k1]s2 + A(k1, k2, mf)ε[λ, ν, k1, k2]kµ1
+A(k2, k1, mf)ε[λ, µ, k2, k1]k
ν
2 −B(k1, k2, mf )ε[µ, ν, k1, k2]kλ (263)
with k − k1 − k2 = 0 and si = k2i (i = 1, 2), and


























































λ = λ(s, s1, s2), (266)
being the usual Mandelstam function and where the analytic expressions for ∆#i and C#0
are given by
∆#i = ai ln
ai + 1
ai − 1 − a3 ln
a3 + 1




























ti = −si − iǫ, ai =
√
1 + (2mf)2/ti, (i=1,2,3),
λ = λ(t1, t2, t3), b1 = (t1 − t2 − t3)/
√
λ or cyclic (268)
For mf = 0 the two expressions above become


















(bi − 1) , (i = 1, 2, 3). (270)
These can be inserted into (264) and (265) together with mf = 0 to generate the corre-
sponding Vλµν(0) vertex needed for the computation of the massless contributions to the
amplitude.
With these notations we clearly have
∆λµν = V λµν(k1, k2, mf)
∆λµν(0) = Vλµν(k1, k2)
∆λµν(mf) = V
λµν(k1, k2, mf)−Vλµν(k1, k2).
(271)
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9.4 Extension to Z → γ∗γ
To isolate the contribution to the decay on the resonance, we keep one of the two photons
off-shell (resolved). We choose s1 = 0, and s2 virtual. We denote by Γ
λµν the correspond-
ing vertex in this special kinematical configuration. The Z boson is on-shell. In this case
at 1-loop the result simplifies considerably [39]
Γλµν = F2(s2ǫ[λ, µ, ν, k1] + k
ν
2ǫ[λ, µ, k1, k2]), (272)






dz1dz2dz3δ(1− z1 − z2 − z3) −z2z3
m2f − z2z3s2 − z1z3M2Z
. (273)
Setting F2 ≡ −F (z, rf ) where f(z, r) is a dimensionless function of
z = s2/M
2









f → ∞), the corresponding massless contribution is
expressed as F (z,∞) with, in general
F (z, rf) =
1
4(1− z)2 (I(rfz, rf)− I(rf , rf) + 1− z), (275)
where












































for x > 1. (276)
The mf = 0 contribution is obtained in the rf → +∞ limit,
F (z,∞) = 1
4(1− z)2 (ln z + 1− z) for z > 0,
=
1
4(1− z)2 (ln |z|+ iπ + 1− z) for z < 0. (277)
In these notations, the infinite fermion mass limit (mf →∞ or r → 0), gives F (z, 0) = 0
and we find
∆λµν = Γλµν = F (z, rf)
∆λµν(0) = Γλµν(0) = F (z,∞)
∆λµν(mf ) = Γ
λµν − Γλµν(mf) = F (z, rf)− F (z,∞), (278)
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which can be used for a numerical evaluation. The decay rate for the process is given by


































We have indicated with Q∗ the virtuality of the photon. A complete evaluation of this ex-
pression, to be of practical interest, would need the fragmentation functions of the photon
(see [37] for an example). A detailed analysis of these rates will be presented elsewhere.
However, we will briefly summarize the main points involved in the analysis of this and
similar processes at the LHC, where the decay rate is folded with the (NLO/NNLO)
contribution from the initial state using QCD factorization.
Probably one of the best way to search for neutral current interactions in hadronic
collisions at the LHC is in lepton pair production via the Drell-Yan mechanism. QCD
corrections are known for this process up to O(α2s) (next-to-next-to-leading order, NNLO),
which can be folded with the NNLO evolution of the parton distributions to provide
accurate determinations of the hadronic pp cross sections at the 4 % level of accuracy [9].
The same computation for Drell-Yan can be used to analize the pp → Z → γγ∗ process
since the WV (hadronic) part of the process is universal, with WV defined below. An
appropriate (and very useful) way to analyze this process would be to perform this study




2,M2V )WV (τ, Q
2) (281)










and a hadronic structure functions WZ . This is defined via the integral over parton











dxδ(τ − xx1x2)PDVij(x1, x2, µ2f)∆ij(x,Q2, µ2f) (283)
where µf is the factorization scale. The choice µf = Q, with Q the invariant mass of the




















Figure 14: Two photon processes initiated by a qq¯ annihilation with a Z exchange.
is, anyhow, arbitrary. The non-singlet coefficient functions are given by
∆
(0)
















−8(1 + x) log(1− x)− 41 + x
2
1− x log x
]
(284)
with CF = (N
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= θ(1− x) log(1− x)





1− x , (285)
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where the sum is over the quark flavours. The identification of the generalized mechanism
of anomaly cancelation requires that this description be extended to NNLO, which is now
a realistic possibility. It involves a slight modification of the NNLO hard scatterings






























Figure 15: Gluon fusion contribution to double prompt photon production. Shown are










Figure 16: The qq¯ annihilation channel (A,B). Scalar exchanges in the neutral sector
involving the two Higsses and the Axi-Higgs (C,D,E).
10 Conclusions
We have presented a study of a model inspired by the structure encountered in a typical
string theory derivation of the Standard Model. In particular we have focused our inves-
tigation on the characterization of the effective action and worked out its expression first
in a toy model (paper 1) and then here, in the context of an extension of the Standard
Model containing one additional anomalous U(1). Our analysis specializes and, at the
same time, extends a previous study of models belonging to this class. The results that
we have presented are generic for models where the Stu¨ckelberg and the Higgs mechanism
are combined and where an effective abelian anomalous interaction is present. Our anal-
ysis has then turned toward the study of simple processes mediated by neutral current
exchanges, and we have focused, specifically, on one of them, the one involving the Zγγ
vertex. We have explicitly pointed out that new effects are present for this process. The
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typical processes considered in our analysis deserve a special attention, given the forth-
coming experiments at the LHC, since they may provide a way to determine whether
anomaly effects are present in some specific reactions. Given the high statistical preci-
sion (.05% and below on the Z peak, for 10 fb−1 of integrated luminosity) which can be
easily obtained at the LHC, there are realistic chances to prove or disprove theories of
these types. Concerning the possibility of discovering extra anomalous Z ′, although there
are stringent upper bounds on their mixing(s) with the Z gauge boson, it is of outmost
importance to bring this type of analysis even closer to the experimental test by studying
in more detail the peculiarities of anomalous gauge interactions for both the neutral and
the charged sectors along the lines developed in this work. This analysis is in progress
and we hope to report on it in the near future.
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11 Appendix. The vertices in the two bases and
gauge dependence of the effective action
In order to proceed with the analysis of the determination of the structure of the la-
grangean in the physical basis, we briefly recall the strategy to easily obtain this. Though
it may appear obvious how to proceed in theories in which the fermion spectrum is
anomaly-free by charge assignments, such as in the SM, in this case we need to con-
sider the same issue with slightly more caution. The cancelation of the anomalies, via
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Green-Schwarz and CS counterterms is obtained in the interaction basis and in the exact
phase of the theory, with massless fermions in the anomalous sector. The counterterms
are determined so to guarantee gauge invariance of the action in the interaction basis.
There are some important modifications that take place, in this respect, compared to the
SM. A similar procedure, applied to the anomalous effective action of the SM, would be
trivial, since the triangle diagrams responsible for the anomalies are identically zero if
the vev of the Higgs scalar is zero. Only after symmetry breaking the Y Y Y and YW3W3
fermionic contributions will start to appear in the expansion of the effective action via
the fermion mass. However, in the broken phase, the interaction eigenstate basis is not
the right basis in which to expand the effective action, due to the mixing of the Y − B
gauge fields, which would render its computation rather awkward. It is clear, though,
that the 1-loop effective action, which is the generating functional of all the connected
1-loop diagrams, remains invariant as a functional if written in the physical basis or in
the interaction eigenstate basis. If we do not impose any gauge fixing on this functional,
we will easily derive, in a canonical way, formal Ward identities for the corresponding cor-
relators in both basis. In practice, however, we may impose some gauge fixing conditions
so to simplify the expansion. To illustrate these points consider an anomalous model of
the form A-B, such as that defined in paper 1 with CS and GS counterterms included,











〈Bλ∂λD(x, y)FY ∧Fy〉+ . . .
(288)
where the last term corresponds to the coupling between the B∂b mixing vertex with the
GS vertex and D(x, y) denotes the scalar propagator for the Stu¨ckelberg field. With a
suitable gauge choice, this mixing may be removed, simplifying the expansion. Regarding
the coefficients κi, it is not hard to see that gauge invariance on the Y lines completely fix
the CS coupling, while the condition of gauge invariance on B determines a combination
of κ2 and κ3 in terms of a CS coupling κ1. Then the condition of gauge invariance on
the BY Y vertex assumes a different form depending over whether this bilinear mixing
(κ3) is present or not. It is then clear that the expression of the total BY Y vertex in
the physical basis has a clear gauge dependence, being a combination of an anomalous
fermionic vertex, a CS term and a gauge-dependent bilinear mixing term. The third term,
anyhow, disappears from a physical amplitude since it is proportional to the momentum
of an external gauge boson, due to the derivative coupling, and vanishes for physical
amplitudes once we multiply the external gauge lines for physical polarizations. For this
reason we will omit these terms in all the analysis that follows and we will set these
bilinear mixing to zero, having made a suitable gauge choice on B. Although we will still
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Figure 17: Gauge dependent contributions to the Zγγ vertex, obtained by a rotation from
the basis of the interaction eigenstates.
the GS counterterm (κ2) is still indentified correctly, though its actual expression is valid
in a gauge in which κ3 is zero. In the realistic model, the terms removed by the gauge
fixing choice, in the massive case are shown in Fig. 17.
12 Appendix: Anomaly coefficients
As an example we show how the anomaly coefficient in rel. (112) can be obtained starting
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Tr[γλ(1− γ5)(q/− k/)γν(1− γ5)(q/− k/1)γµ(1− γ5)q/]
q2(q − k1)2(q − k)2
+(k1 → k2, µ→ ν)
(289)
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Tr[γλ(1 + γ5)(q/− k/)γν(1 + γ5)(q/− k/1)γµ(1 + γ5)q/]











Tr[γλ(1− γ5)(q/− k/)γν(1− γ5)(q/− k/1)γµ(1− γ5)q/]
q2(q − k1)2(q − k)2





















3 − (qfLB )3
]
.
the other coefficients reported in eq. (192) are obtained similarly.
13 Gauge variations in the mass eigenstate basis
In this appendix we collect some results concerning the gauge variation of the physical
fields expressed in terms of the corresponding gauge parameters and relate them to the
gauge variations in the basis of the interaction eigenstates. We obtain
















































and are obtained from the infinitesimal transformations of the gauge boson fields in the
interaction basis
δW 3µ = ∂µα3 − g2ε3bcW bµαc, δYµ = ∂µθY , δBµ = ∂µθB, (296)





























)± ig2 (OA11Aγµ +OA21Zµ +OA31Z ′µ)α±
(300)
It is possible by some lengthy computation to express the gauge transformations after






























































































































































































Similarly, using the rotation in the Higgs charged sector (41) we obtain
δG+ = sin βδH+u + cos βδH
+
d





































31 − gYOA32 − gBqBu OA33
)
αZ′






































31 − gYOA32 − gBqBd OA33
)
αZ′
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